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THE WEEKLY. 
Look at the number following your name on the wrapper of 
your paper this week. If it is 156, your SUbscription expires ,with 
this issue. Unless we receive orders for its continuance the pa-
per will not be sent after the date when your subscription expires. 
Do not fail to send us word immediately. 
In San Francisco the Board of Education has ordered the dis-
missal of the special teachers of drawing and music, that of the 
former to take place March I, and that of the latter, June I. In 
Cleveland the "Supervising Principal of German, Mr. Klemw, 
has resigned on account of disturbances in the scho~ls regarding 
the study of German." Disturbances on account of German in 
the model schools of Cleveland, to which city all the advocates 
of German in the public schools point with pride ! If the para-
dise of German instruction is disturbed, what can be expected 
of the barbarian world outside? By the way, the marks in music 
and drawing, are not counted in the prornotion of children in 
Chicago ; but the mark in German is not only counted but jeal~ ' 
,ously insisted on. , Is not this what our 'Granger friends woul~ 
call unjust discrimination, in favor of one optional study as C0m-
pared with two others? But then music and drawing do not 
vote, work wards, or pack. primaries. The German does. 
OBLIGATORY INSTRUC'IION IN FRANCE. 
Art. 3.-This committee shan have ~ list prepared, every year, 
of,all the children between the ages of 7 and 14j and shall noti-
fy 'the parent or guardian . to inform them- .as to whether their 
children shall be taught in ~he public schools, or 'at home, or in 
a p~ivate school. And, eight days before the opening of each 
school, a full list of -the pupils that are to attend each,. shall be 
given to the director or directress of it. 
Art. 4.:-Each teacher must keep a register, and deposit a copy 
in the mayor's office each month, stating the reasons alleged for 
anY ,absence of over (our half days. 
, Art. 5.-Any teacher of any public or private school, who fails'-, -
to render this statement, 'shall be' reported to the 'departmental 
council, who shall have the power to suspend such ,teacher on 
repetition of the neglect 'after ha.ving been notified. The·teach-· 
er may appeal to the supefior counc"a of pti'blic instruction. 
. Art. 6.-,-After the occurrence of more than four abs!!nces of .a 
pupil, the guardians shall pe cited t6 appear and state cause. In 
case of a non-appearance, or a repetition of the 0ffense (recidi-
vati~) the names and fault shall be posted at the door of the , 
mairl·~. (~ :third recidive to be proceeded with a,s a penal 'of: 
fense.) , 
. Art. 7.-The, only justifications of absense are sickness, or sick-
ness ' of parents, or death in the family, or- difficulty recogn,ized as 
preventive by the committee. ' 
Art. 8.-Dispensations, not to exce~d two months, may be 
granted, for cause, but when exceeding two weeks they must be ' 
ratified by the district inspector. Dispensatipps may also be ._ 
granted for one half of each day when the other half is !!mployed 
in necessray labors. ' . 
Art. 9 . .....:Provides for a p':lblic ex8:min,ation of the chifdren 
taught privately, at such times as the superior council may deter- ' 
mine. In cases of failure, the guardians will be liable to the 
penalties imposed in Art. 6. ' - . 
Art. Io;-Provides financial measures, and Art. 'It. makes the 
law .operative from and after Jan. I, 1880: . ' ' ~, 
• I 
EDUCA TION IN IRELAND. 
MANY may suppose that the chapter on Education in Ireiand, like that on snakes in Ireland, should be a short one, since 
. there are no snakes in ' Ireland; but that supposition would be :a ' 
mistake. That a people passionately fond oflearning, a people ' ' 
'who worshiped education and adored Olle possessing it, sh0uld 
come to be for a season an unenlightened people~ and stilI-ilear -
THE proje! ~~ lot' for .the full systematization of primary educa- that reputation when the ·facl is removed, is one of,the blackest tion, introduced by M. Jules Ferry, MiJlister of Public pictures of history. How:this came to 'pass is 'well explained in 
Instruction, and riow imder consideration in the French Chambers, Lecky's History of England in the Eighteenth Century. ' 
enacts, in Article I. - That all the children of both sexes must From the eighth to the twelfth centurr., while continental 
have regular primary instruction, from the ages?f 6 to 13, (com- Europe was drenched in .blood, before the feudal d0mains and 
pleted.) It may be given at home or in the schools. pt:tty principalities had crystaUized into the great,nations, while 
Art. 2. The school committee in each commune shall be com- faction was ~rrayed against ,facnon, and house -against house; ', ", 
posed of the mayor, t,he comfnunal superintendent, a delegate Ireland was in a stat~ of profound peace, as' Dr.' johnson expres- ' ' 
from the municipat'council, and three parents of families. The sed it,. "thy q~iet hOI?r of, s:mctity and li,ter~atur..e," and to-"da} 
inspector of primary' schools for the·district shall be a member of tile collect0r .of Irish- MSS. must seek them in Fraooe, GerIitany, 
the hoard when in the comm~ne. ' , , . ~Belgium; and ' Italy~ where they: ,were- callried by Irish scholar 
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and missionaries. ; When Henry II. invaded Ireland he found 
her chiefs with long patriarchial beards and dressed in the gown 
of the scholar instead of the bifurcated garment of the warrior. 
Earlier than this Ireland lost her chance' of a united and powerful 
nationality in the death of Brian Boru, who was assassinated in 
his tent, on the borders of the battle-field of Clontarf, while en-
gaged in his devotions, Thus the military and political down-
fall of Ireland may be traced to the Irish custom of wearing gowns 
and praying, while the ascendancy of the Sassenagh is due to his 
habit of weari~g breeches and swearing. . 
. The penal laws of Elizabeth for I~eland were harsh; but on 
accountofthe ridiculous loyalty of Ireland to the successors of 
Elizabeth, they were relaxed, and, af the time of the revolution 
and the Williamite conquest ofIreland, they were obsolete. One 
of the first concessions that th~ treaty of Limerick secured from 
the , demoralized besiegers, deserted by their Dtltch King and 
_ .trembling with ague and fear of a French fleet then on its way to 
the Shannon, was religious liberty for the Catholic Irish; and one 
of the first stipulations that was utterly disregarded by the 
British parliament was this grant of religious liberty. 
Then cam~ the penal laws, These had three objects: To dis-
- -sociate Catholic Irish from the soil; to break their spirit by de-
flying them civil existence, except for purposes of repression, the 
dicta from the bench being, like our own Dred Scott decision, 
that "the law had no knowledge of iuch a person as a Catholic 
Irishman;" and thir~,to deprive them of all educational fac!lities 
and all the consolations of religion. No Catholic- could own 
land, or po'sse~s a horse worth more than £5, or have more than 
two journeymen or apprentices in his employ, or have his chi~dren 
educated abroad, or openly conform to the ceremonies of his re-
ligion, or hold a civil office, even that of constable, As early as 
1733 an attempt was made to introduce education; but -it was 
for the purpose of making converts to Protestantism, not scholars. 
Compelled to choose between Protestantism and illiteracy, the 
, bulk of the people, under the direction of their priests, the cap-
ture of one of whom was rewarded at the same figure as .the pre-
sentation of a - wolf-scalp, chose illiteracy. We use the word 
illiteracy advisedly. An ·uneducated Irishman is illiterate; an 
uneducated Englishman is ignorant" There is no s~ch thing as 
aD ignorant Irishman. _ _ . 
During these times. a Catholic father dying and ~eavlllg. hls 
children minors had no voice in the appointment oftheu guardIan; 
the law prescribed that tire guardian should be a Protestant, 
whose duty it was to brin'g the children up as Protestants, whether 
he had them educated or not. Sending a youth abroad to be 
educated deprived him of property and civil rights; and educat- . 
ing him at home, except as a Protestant, was out of the question. 
The priests taught and the people believed that it were better to 
live and die illiterate than to conform to a creed which had in ~ 
vented so diabolical a system of tyranny. There was not much 
change in this state of things till the national school system was 
established by Mr. Stabley in 1831. "Statute after statute, 
penalty after ~,malty, had been rained on the people, 
" Still, crouching 'neath the sheltering hedge, or stretched on mountain fern, 
The teacher and his pupils JUet. feloniously, to learn. " ' 
, It is t~e there were the Royal Free Schools in 1608, Erasmus 
Smtth's Schools in 173'3, the London Hibernian Society Schools 
in 1811, and othersj but all thes~ aiQ.led at "weaning the {rish 
youth from Popery j" ,whereas the Irish youth refused to be 
wea~ed, and energetically staid away (rom these schools: :rhe 
alternative was attendance af the "hedge school," which was at 
, , 
first surreptitious, but in the course of time became plore open, 
as the sectarian asperity of the dominant minority softened, 
through association with the cheerful and naturally peaceable 
peasantry. The hedge schoolmaster was a character. Fearfully 
pedantic, wofully undisciplined, panning out terribly upon the 
classics and mathematics, which he could devour, without the 
need of going to college, from a few standard, precious, and 
oracular works, bound everlastingly for keeps, he was the wonder, 
the admiration, l\nd yet the butt of the neighborhood. Gold-
smith gave only a weak Protestant imitation of him. Eggleston 
in his "Circuit Rider" hits him off better, as an American -
pioneer. He had words at will, sonorous but used with charm-
ing disregard to their connection. If a country gawk offended 
him, he thought nothing of assailing him with the charge: "The 
correlations -of your mental obliquity subtend the inordinate 
sphere of your congenital insubordination." And when O'Con-
nell squelched the Dublin market-woman by calling her "the 
subduplicated hypotheneuse of an isosceles triangle," and charged 
her with keeping in her house that equivocal character a "pneu-
matic barometer," he was merely guoting a hedge schoolmaster 
indigenous to the wilds ofKewy. The developmen t of the national 
school system - in Ireland furnished many hints to the English 
statesmen who, so many years afterwards, el!lbor-ated the excellent 
system of Board Schools in England, and a study of it will not 
be profitless to the advocates of a national system in the 
United States. But before we touch upon that, let us close this 
article with a picture of the hedge schoolmaster, taken from 
life: 
, A TEACHER'S FIRST TEACHER, 
If knowle!ige is treasure so priceless, how grateful, 
How heartily grateful to him should we be,-
PO!oSessing a trifle or owning a pateful,-
Who 2:ave us its mystical alphabet key. 
At the Cross of Clareen, does the school-house still nestle, 
O'er its eaves do the ivy and jessamine twine, 
Where first my young wits were commanded to wrestle 
With letters, by masterly Connor O'Brien ? 
Now Connor was versed in all kinds of philosophy-. 
In the Par of Exchange, Tre~ and Tare, Loss and G.am; 
Like a (ox without cover, ~e d flee fro~ the Cross, lf he 
E'er met a point that he (alled. to explaln .. 
"In Voster abstruse, conic sections and 6UX1~1D1l, 
In the scope of-the angle, the str~t~h of tbe h~e, 
I will marshal the mind to surpr!smg deductl(~ns,_ ' 
For a balf crown a quarter!" cned Connor 0 Bnen. 
When a ~ord, awkward, polysyllabic and burly, 
With prefix and suffilt an~ tough .. knotty root 
Would stand in the way hke a hIghwayman surly, 
Upsetting the class from the head to _the foot, 
Our general skillful would make a Glvergency, 
Nor bother his brains to pronounce or dt fine-
His tactics were equal to any emergency-
" 'TIS Latin; we'll pass it 1" quoth Connor O'Brien. 
In summer, the hedge made a line for our classes; 
But tbe cottage would shield us from winter's keen ire ; 
Then peat sods made seats for the boys and the las~es, 
Till our cushions were claimed to replenish the fire; 
And well knew the lads what to take, from their gardens 
To C,Onnor. whose wink was a token-and sign 
That "conduct of meril" hac! won "three fir. t pardons" 
For crimes 'gainst the statutes of Connor O'Brien. 
His only assistant, his wife, gentle Alice, 
Would softly glide in from the . iUle back room, 
To dash from our lips bitter woe's brimmmg chalice, 
By averting .a flogging's well· merited doom. 
Tho' loud was his bawling, the keen little varlet 
Well knew in her arms was immunity's shrine; 
At her word, he was saved-tho' his .:rime was as scarlet-
From t~e counterfeit wrath,of good Connor O' Brien. 
III the school of the \vorld many "errors" are counted 
And laid to my charge for the mischief I've done-
For .luties neglected and ta.~ks ne'er surmounted-
, .. 
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And the score"grows apace with rounds of the sun. 
To the pedag~gue;Justice account I, must render 
And thank him:for punishment swift and condign; 
But there ne'er"will appear an unselfish defender 
Like Alice, the" wife of poor Connor O'Brien! 
A score of short years like the lamp of Aladdin 
Has brought great extremes to my wondering view ; 
Lo! buildings magnificent! yet, friends, we had in 
The old a rude force that we miss in the new. 
A little more growth and a little less training 
Might give us the oak tree instead of the vine ;-
In gracefulness losing, in sturdiness gaining, 
Like urchins that studied with Connor O'Brien. 
In high-pressure 'school-rooms, with every appliance 
And cunning device to check nature's desires; 
Where the intellect's driJI kills the beart's self-reliance 
And the bodies are moved by the pulling of wires; 
Wbere minds are like fruit tbat is cutting and drying; 
Where mills theoretic grind crushingly fine; 
'Mid frightful good order, I catch myself sighing 
For the turbulent kingdom of Connor O'Brien. 
The poet wins nothing but cold admirahon, 
'Tis hollow and faithless, the cheer .of the mob; 
But the altar receiving a heart's free Jibation 
Nor fates nor yet furies may venture to rob. 
The work of my life, for a span, shall not perish, 
Tho' my name nor with poets nor heroes may shine, 
If one gentle school,boy my mem'ry shall che~ish, 
As I do the mem'ry of Connor O'Brien. -
SCIENCE AND LANGUAGE. 
SOME colleges require, as Iowa College does, the same train-ing in Latin and Greek to enter the Scientific, as to enter the 
Classical College Course. 
The ancient languag~s are sometimes thouglit to be useless to 
the Scientific scholar, Greek especially. Yet the nomenclature 
of science, and prominently so in Germany, has been largely 
made up from Greek terms. Haeckel ' is applauded for his 
venturous fertility in this respect. The Berlin correspondent 'of 
The Nation says that he does not wait for facts, but draws on the 
ancient languages for titles of imaginary sciences composed of 
imaginary facts! "Haeckel pos'tlllates, defines, and christens 
-with Greek names half a score of more or less new sciences to fill 
the gaps in the evolutionary scheme." The unlearned evolution-
ists must be so~ewhat puzzled to make out their meaning. Long 
ago in this country it was understood that learning was necessary 
to real proficiency in science. One of the first acts of the New 
Jersey Medical Society; organized in 1766, was tp make a rule 
that no studetlt should be taken as an apprentice by any of the 
members, "unless he has a competent knowledge of the .Latin 
and some initiation in the Greek." This rule would make sad 
havoc among medical students now-a~days, 'even among graduates 
from medical schools! G. F. M. 
The Scientific Amer.ican says that a method has been invented 
of taking cheap electrotype copies of the waves of vibration im-
pressed upon the oylinder in Edison's phonograph; and suggests 
the ad~antages such copies would alford to schools, in giving ex-
amples of the purest, clearest, ll.lld niost euphoniou$ _ uttera!lce 'Of 
the' sounds of our'owri or other languages; forming a standard, 
such as our dictionaries cannot supply, because they cannot give 
actual sound. The delicacies of tone which constitute the music 
of speech and reading can be heard by simply turning a winc,h. 
It would be well to set educational theorists at work upon the 
practical work of teaching before they are aVowed ' to expound or 
,ehforce officially their' a pn'on' views. If such were done much 
ti~e would be saved to those who listen and those who perform 
- -
. _ at institutes. , . 
-. 
THE LIBRARY. 
NEW. BOOKS RECEIVED. 
An Elmmtary Greek Grammar. By William W. Goodwin, Ph. D. Second 
Edition. Boston: Ginn and Heath, 1879. Mailing Price, $1.7°. 
The 'Tondon Athenceutll says of the English edition of this gram-
mar that "it is the best Gleek Grammar of its size in the English 
language," and there is no higher authority in this country or 
in Europe. 
Professor Goodwin's grammar was first published in 1870, and' 
at once found a place in the ' best high schools in the country. 
It was not comprehensive enough fOl: the college, and therefore 
its use has been confined chiefly to the preparatory schools • . 
The present volume is partly a revised edition of that and part-
ly an independent work. It is considerably larger than the 
former work, and the enlargement has been made chiefly in those 
parts where more advanced students found the previous volume 
deficient. The treatment of the Inflection of the Verb in this ' 
edition is entirely new, and covers 100 pages. The chapteFS on 
'. the ~ ormation of Words and Versification are ' ~so new. The 
Catalog of Verbs is nearly double in size, but is still confined, 
for the. most part, to strictly classic forms. 
The author is one of the most celebrated Greek scholars in this 
country, and has an enviable reputation in Europe. His - Trea-
tIse on the Moods and Tenses of the Greek Ve'rb has become 
an . indispensable accessory to the library of every student of the 
Greek language. 
A distinguishing feature of Prof. Goodwin's Greek Grammar 
is the dearness and perspicuity of its statements of prindples. 
He has kept in view the special wants of preparatory' stude~ts, 
and 'bas gjven them just the facts essential for a good reading 
knowledge of Greek authors, leavmg the details and discussions 
pf difficult and disputed points for the more scientific treatise. 
He has not attempted the absurdity of making, at the same time a 
book of reference and a book for study. • , 
The syntax of the verb, as given in his ·Greek Moods '!-nd Ten- . 
ses, is mainly condensed for this work, to which is added a brief 
statement of the author's new ,classification of conditional sen. 
tences, which appear now for the first time in an elementary 
form. The Catalog of Greek Verbs is alone something for whic;:h 
young students will bless his nams, though he disclaims much 
originality in its c0nstruction. ,The illustrative quotatioI1s, as 
well as the forms and principles given in the work~ are all froJll 
. the classic Greek, and ,such as are , met with , by. students in tlie-
first years of their study. To have sUGh a simple and yet ,so com-
plete a manual as this in his hand, the beginner in Greek wilJ find 
his wayan inviting and pleasant .~ne; and his progress will be 
sure and rapid. 
Bradbury's Eaton's Practical Aritlm:etic, combining Oral and Written Ex-
ercises. By William F. Bradbury, A. M • ..Boston: , Thompson, Brown & 
Co. Chicago: Thomas H. Bush, Agent, 70 Metropofitan Block, pp. 3RT. 
, Examination pri.ce, 40 cents. Introduction price, 60 cents. • 
This ,arithm~tic is equal, ' if ~ot superior, to any other of its 
kind. Its treatment .of decimals, the metric system, and in fact 
all the subjects" is beyond criticism. The subjects in the appen-
.dix are Just the subjects that belong there. J. S. Eato~ was the 
writer's first mathematical teacher. His a{ithmetic was a grert 
itnprovement on its predc;cessoFS, but the boek under consider,a-
tion is a great improvement on it. We hav~ frequently thought 
of preparing an atithmetic for schools, but. Bradbury's 'Eaton's 
.. J \ • I 
is abo!}t as perfect a book as can 'be 'faund, and canIlot weIr be ' 
excelled. ,- ' . 
, , 
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Metnods of Teaclzing in Country Schools. By G. Dallas Lind. Danville, Ind.: 
J. E . Sherrill, 1880. Price $ 1.25· 
The author states in his' preface that " this book was written 
or county teachers, by a county teacher." A familiar , con-
versationl:1-l style has been employed. It treats of school-manage-
ment and methods of teaching. It discusses the moral , mental, 
physical , literary, and scientific qualifications of the teacher, his 
personal habits, and his relations to patrons, society, and the pro-. 
·fession . It also treats of the school room-the preliminary work 
of the teacher, organizing, conducting recitations, and govern-
ment. Attention is also given to the architecture of the school-
house, its apprratus and ventilation. These subjects occupy the 
first 67 pages, and the rest of the volume, r63 pages, is devoted 
< to Methods of Teaching. 
, To the county school teacher, we can recommend this book as 
. 'of practical value. 
LITERARY NOTES. 
- Principal George' Howland, of Chicago High School, has published fOr 
prlvate circulation a neat little volume of 96 pages of original poems, which 
he has styled L ittle Voices . 
-Harper and Brothers have published m 'one of their Half Hour Series a 
paper by John Lothrop Motley, which first appeared in the N or/It. American 
R eview for October, 1845, on Peter the Great. Price, 25 cents. 
~Stars of tIle Summer N igltt. by Longfellow, has bee~ set to music by 
W. A. Fillmore, and dedicated to Supt. John B. Peaslee, of the Cincinnati 
pubiic schools. It is a very sweet and easy ' song. price 35 cents, published by 
·Geo. D. Newhall 8i Co.; 50 West Fourth street, Cincinnati. 
-Presley Blakiston having purchased !he genetal and imported stock of 
-Messrs. Lindsay & Blakiston, together with the series of American Health 
• Prlrper., will continue the publishing, importinJit, and retailing of medical and 
's cientific works, at his new book rooms, 1012 Walnut street, Philadelphia. 
Catalog. furnished upon application. 
- --'Sunday School Librarians often complain that the library card gets lost or 
left at horne. To remedy tbis, Adams" Blackmer, & Lyon Pub. 'Co., Chicago, 
have· devised a library card pocket, to be pasted onto the inside cover of the 
book, in which the library card is securely kept . On this pocket is space for 
the number of the book, the name of the Sunday·school, and rules for the 
- library: Price, $2.00 per hundred'. Sample free. 
-Half a HU1Zdred Songs for tne S.clt.ool-room and H ome is the title of a little 
volulfle just at hand from Davis, Bardeen & Co., publishers, Syracuse~ N. Y. 
It comprises ~ongs for Morning, Songs for Recreation, Son~.· for Close of 
Session, Songs for Close of Week, Songs for Beginning oJ School Year, Songs 
for Winter, Songs 'for Spring, Songs 'for Summer, Songs of Vacation, Exhibi-
Songs, M\scellaneous Songs. The collection is first rate. The" air" for 
, each song is named but no music is gIVen . Board covers, price 25 cents. 
-Readings and Recitatiom, NO.3; "a new and choice collection of articles 
in prose and verse,· embraci ng argument. and appeal, pathos and hun;lOr, by 
the fore~ost temperance advocates and writers," has been placed on our table. 
It is said to be ,I suitable for usc in schools, all temperance organizations, re-
- . form Clubs, lodges, diviSIOns, etc .• ·and also adapted for public and private 
- re~dings." Edited by Miss L. Penny, New York : The National Temperance . 
Society and Publication House, 58 Reade street. 12 mo. 96 pp. Paper cover, 
25 cents; cloth, 60 cents. . . 
-A more satisfactory Sunday. school help for teachers and superintendents 
, .can not be found t.ban Tne National SU,lday School Teacher. Its special/orte 
.is the wc;alth of information it gives upon the lessons, which are explained and 
illusrrated in a way that leaves nothing to be desired. Besides this first and 
most importatit matter, there are other I\elps in the management of a Sunday-
. school under the head ' of "Sunday School Methods;" that superintendents 
will find of good ~ervice. All of its departments, hi fact, are first claSs. 
Send for the March number, and give it a trial. Cbicago: Adams, Black-
' ~er, & Lyon Publishing Co., 147 and 149 Fifth Avenue. 
~If the WEEKLY could look every one of its subscribers in th.e eye, and get 
a firm grasp on ·every one's hand, it would say! Have you a taste for litera-
~ure ? Db you care to know !Lbout the new books that are published !n this 
country? Have you any pride in reading and preserving neat and interesting 
notes on J?-ew ~ks, choice selections, scholarly reviews, etc.? Do you ca~ 
to have a monthly list of all prominent publications, with names of authors, 
publishers, pri~es, etc.? Then seud fifty cents immediately to F . Leypoldt, 13 
and 15 Park Row, New YOlk, as a subscription for L iterary News during 1880. 
This is I'a monthly journal of current literature," which every one wbo de-
lights in books ought to read. It is the neatest, sweetest, richest thing of the 
kind we ever saw. You ought to have it. 
- ·Two pamphlets from Davis, Bardeen & Co., Syracuse, N. Y .. recently 
received, are of interest to teachers. The fi rst is entitled Tne E lelllmts of 
E ducation, by Charles J. Buell, a paper read before the Alumni of the State 
Normal and Training School at Cortland, N. Y .• June 30, 1879. Price 15 
cents. The second is an address by Sydney G. Cooke , president of the As· 
s~ciation of School Commissioners and City Superintendents of the State of 
New York, delivered before that body at its annual meeting in Auburn. 
December 9, 1879, on Politics aud Schools. It is an able defense of the 
public school as it is, in distinction from most such papers, which commend 
only tlie public school as it might be. Price 25 cents. 
-The Mag azine of Art for Febuary contains "Our Living Artists," by 
James Sant, R. A., with portrait and two 'engravings; " On Some of the Sights 
of London"; "The Art Museum at Berlin," with two engravings ; "'¥ood 
Engraving" VII. ; "Artistic rron Work," with two illustrations ; "The 
Mus'ee Wiertz" ; I, Milton Di~tating 'Paradise Los t' to his Daughters"; So-
:ciety of British Artists-Winter Exhibition," with five illustrations ; Mr. 
Watts' Equestiran Statue of Hugh Lupus"; " Art in the H etherlands-The 
Gallery of M. Baron Steengracht D 'Oosterland," wi th portra,i ts of Paul Rem-
brandt, Jan Steen, and Adrian Brouwer; " Hampton Court in the Olden 
Time"; "Sketches and Studies of the Water Color Society" ; " Condition of 
• Turkey." CasSell, Petter, Galpin lie Co., New York, $2.75 per year. 
BOOKS AND PAMPHLE TS RECEIVE D . 
Catalog of the Officers and Students of Olivet <;ollege, Olivet, Mich., with 
a statement of tbe Course of Instruction in the Various Departments. 1879-
80. Geo. '¥. Keyes, Secretary. 
Sixth Annual Report of the Board of Control of the S.tate Public Sehool for 
Dependent Children, for the year ending Sept. 30, 1879. Lansing, Mich., 
W. S . George & Co., State Printers and Binders. 
R eport of the Chief Superintendent of the Public Schools of New Orleans, 
to the State Board 'of Education. January, 1880. Wm. O. Rogers; Superin-
tendent. 
Report on the Paris International Exposition of 187x. 
LL. D., and Osborn R. Keith, Esq., Commissioners of 
1879. Springfield, Weber & Co., State Printers, 1879 . 
By John M. Gregory, 
the State of I llinois, 
Ohio School Laws from Revised statl1tes, Part Second, Title III. Passed 
by the Sixty-third G~neral Assembry, June ~o, 1879, and to take efl'ect January 
I, 1880. With Notes, Opinions, Instruction!;, and Blank Forms, prepared by 
the State Commissioner of Common Schools, J. J. Bums'. 
Perry County, Pa .• Teachers' Institute, Thirtieth Session. Pamphlet Re· 
port No. III. S. -B. Fahnestock, Superintendent. 
Twenty.fourth Annual Report of the Board of School Inspectors of the city 
of Peoria, for the year ,879. N. C. Dougherty, Superintendent. 
Seventh Annual Report of the Board of Education of the City of Grand 
Rapids, Mich., together with the School Law, the Rules and Regulations of 
the 'Board, of the Schools, and of . the Public Library. 1878-79. A. J . Dan-
iels, Superintendent. 
Annual ~eport of the Minister of Education, on the Public, Separate, and 
High Schools, also on the Normal and Modern School~ of the Province of . 
Ontar:o, for the year 1878. Adam Crooks, Minister of Education, Toronto, 
Ontario. 
Circular of Information of the Bureau of Education, NO.5. 1879. Ameri-
can 'Education as Described by the French Commission to the International 
Exhibition of 1876. John Eaton, Commissioner of Education. 
General Rules and Regulations with the Course of Study for' the Mt. Gilead 
Public Schools, Mt. Gilead, O. 1879. T. J. Mitchell, Superintendent • 
Twenty.sixth Annual Report '9f the Superintendent of Public Schools of the 
City and County of San Francisco, Cal., for the school ye(lr ending June 30, -
1879. A. L. Mann, Superintendent. 
THE MA GAZINES. 
SOME OF THE BEST ARTICLESt 
Scribner's M01ltnly, March. 
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Two Views of Na,Poleon. 
Peter the Great, II. 
The Wards of,the United States Government. By H. H. 
Topics of the Time. By the Editor. 
I-farper's 111agazine. March. 
The New School of Italian Painting and Sculpture. Ay J. J. Jawes. 
Dakota Wheat Fields. By C C. Coffin. 
Transportation by Railway al~d Ship Canals. By E. H. Derby. 
The Preservation of Hearing. ' By Sal!1uel Sexton, :/\'1. D. 
. L ippincott's Magazine. March. 
The American Suez, With Maps. By F. L. O. 
Decorative Art and its Dogmas. By M. G. Van Rensselaer. 
Appleton's Journal. March. 
First Impressions of the New World, (conclusion). By the Duke of Argyy. 
Russian Nihilism. By Fritz Cunliffe·Owen, 
Life at High Pressure. By W. G. Blaikie. 
The Internatiollal R evi;1IJ. March. 
The Treatment of the Insane. By William A. Hammond, M. D .. 
The Roman Catholic Q\U~sti01'\, II. By John Jay. 
The Administration.of our Foreign Affairs. By Wm. Henry Trescof. . 
The Atlantic Mo/zthly. March. 
Reminiscences. l)f \Vashington. II. ' 
The John Quincy Adams Administration, 1825-1829. 
Egypt under the Pharaohs. By Francis H. Underwood. 
Litera!;y and Philological Manuals. 
English in England. By Richard Grant White. 
Washington Irving. By Charles Dudley Warner. 
TheNew Departure in the Public Schools. 
THE PRIMAR Y TEACHER.* 
LILLY N. E . SKAATS, Principal Pickard School, Chicago . . 
WE hea~ a ~reat dealla~ely to the effe.ct. tha~ the moral tone of American Society IS degenerating. The opinIOn IS advanced constantly in 'pri-
vate and in public, the pulpit and the rostrum unite often in one individual to 
show us our weakness and reprove our. wickedness. Our daily papers serve 
up occasional homilies on the subject intensified in severe directness, with 
every new case of fraud developed among the cultivated classes; 
The belief that ignorance is· the foster mother of crime .is losing ground as 
education advan~, and crime seemingly fails to decrease. The accumulated 
wisdom of centuries has'been brought to bear upon the problem of evolving 
from a perfectly ignorant and innocent child a moderately honorable man or 
woman, who cO\1ld endure temptation; and as yet, our efforts have no certainty 
of success. The child of to· day has a better chance for advancement than had 
the one of even a very few years ago, but who shall say that the man or woman 
of. the near future will be superior to you or me? 
, Admitting that this degeneracy exists, and as 'every effect is traceable to a 
cause, we, as teachers, find ourselves continually confronted with the idea from 
one source or another, that it 'is due to the livelong tendencies of our common 
school system, that the massing together daily. of 'large numbers of children. 
has a lowering effect, overcoming the good in the better portion and produc· 
ing no improvement in th~ moral condition of the less' fortunatt:; ill short, 
that the little leaven of evilleaveneth the whole lump of juvenile humanity, 
that the schools and the teachers are fostering and encouraging the very con· 
dition of things which is to lead this nation to still deeper depths of corrup· 
tion, llnd are hence to be held accountable for the pre-vaiiing low standard-
moral and political. -
'The ~c~ools undoubtedly do have' an equalizing tendency, bu~ .lhe level is 
upon a higher plane than the al'armists on the' subject are-willing to' concc.-de. 
The school is, to the child, an epitome of the world, with this .difference-
among older people, 'the natural antagonism of · humanity becomes disgUised 
by the conventionalities; we constantly subdue our rampant personality in de-
ference to the views of others; but with the child these considerations hav~ at 
first no weight, it is the daily association with his fellows, th~t wears off the 
corners of his individuality, the evi.1 in him becomes less apparent as he dis-
covers that it is not commendable, the good comes naturally to the surface. 
. It cannot be denied. that among many young minds, submissive to a more 
·:aead before the,lllinois Etate 'J eacl.u~· ~ .. <ci at l~ll a t Bloo~'ington, Dec. 30; 1879 • 
. ' 
. 
advanced intellig.mce, the tendency is toward uniformity; this is especially 
true of the very young, their intelligence moves, (as some o~e says does that 
of the chicken), only in straight lines, these lines are established-for them by 
the teacher, they watch and imitate, looking to her with larger faith th.an papist 
unto saint. It is her. province to point out to them the paths of rectitude, and 
lead the way. Her office would be important enough if she acted only as an 
aid to good influences elsewhere, but when, as is often the case, especially in 
the public schools oflarge cities, she has to stem the tide of all manner 'of de· 
praved and vicious forces, hers is indeed a task that the most courageou.s might" 
hesitate to assume . 
I consider. the great mission of the public scb,ools to be the w~rking out of 
the salvation of this country by counteracting the neglectful and defective home 
training of the children. ' , " 
• Parents who make any pretense of caring for their children's welfare feel, 
in most cases, that their highest duty lies in attendil)g to the physical condl. . 
tion of the child, in nourishing itll body with proper food, and clothing it suit· ., 
ably. Its moral culture is given over to tlie Sunday school, its' intellectuaL 
growth to the public school teacher. The latter dO'es more toward shaping its 
real character than does any onl> else, she controls its acts and guides its mo-
tives through the greater part of its waking life, directing its associations and 
modifying even its inherited tendencies. Her first and most necessary char· 
acteristic should be therefore the power to enforce obedience, to inculcate into 
the chil~'s nature a wholesomc respect for authority. At home he obeys ques· : 
tioningly, if at aU, at school he soon learns to appreciate the fact that he 11lttst 
do, or must not do-this or that-when the great why or wherefore are matters 
of the most sublime indifference to him. 1£ begun soon enouglL it is easy to . 
teach him the simple proposition, "I must obey," without any of the .petni- ' 
ciously weak and evasive plans sometimes adopted to avoid the enforcing_of 
a necessary authority. 
In this matter of. discipline, the primary teacher is ' greatly assisted 'oy the 
freshness of the child's.experiences.. In the intimacy of his h!>me liTe, he has 
obtained an insight into all the little failings of his guardians there. He has 
seen that neither regards the other as infallible, he has learned perhaps 'just a 
little sharp practice in his dealings with them, unconsciously taking adilanfage , • 
of circ.umstances, in order to get "his own way," but within the four walls that 
bound this ncw realm .of il,ltellect,. on that .high Parnassus o( thought, the 
school· room pla!form, Sits enthroned the . autocrat of his-new life; no one 
questions he.r authority, no one doubts her abso.lute superiority,.' the glamour 
of unfamiliarity is over all the o.bservances of the place, and as that wears off, 
the habit of conduct t~at it engendered still remains. Fancy is succeeded Sy 
fact, but the child is already the creature of his circumstance's, 'and, fa~lts ~il.d 
all. he loves her still.. And she in. return understands h'im as his parents neve~' 
do. We have all noticed the mistaken ideas that parents cherish in regard to' 
their children: the: one, whose fond father gives credit for a peculiar mental 
organization differing from every other child thai ev~ entered school and so 
needing special treatment,-falls n~turally into the ways of the school and 
displays not one trait different from the generality of children; an'd him who 
never gave his mother nor anyone else a moment's'trouble, we are all ran'iiliar 
with, as the veriest imp, developing tricks without ~nd, a . miracle of little 
meannesses; the stroke of 12 in the old fairy story had ~ot a greater trans· ~ 
forming power than the stroke of 9 has now In reality. . 
." 
, -
Once established in school, the child has as ed~cators, his teach~r, ~is 
book, and his slat?, all new; an4 consequently all interesting. to him. S.eC'ond ' ·\ 
to his teacher the book is,_ in the beginning,. the most wonderful, but after. it 
has been l~oked through diligent y a few times, it begins to pall ,upon ¥s . 
senses. It IS the~arne yesterday, to-day, and to·morrow. He is most interested 
naturally in the pictures, but after 'a while he knows just wh~re to look (or. all -
the artistic gems that represent' the easy words of the language, and t!ten tlie ' ,- • 
slate begins to assume its proper ascendency. Be it ever so h)1mble there'~ . -
nothi~g_ like that,. whether it glories in. velvet comers, or hid~ i~. ~odest ex-
_ lerior in the p)aiJ!est C?f cov~rs, its woo-den frame is Lhe boundary of untold--. ' 
• and innumerable possibilities. What ornate desig~s may be furtively sketclied 
upon it-a man with a pipe in his moU:th, a rectangular dog with a triangu'lal' :' , 
head , and \l spiral tail-his .first efforts at that great .sci~nce whicli' agitates 
boards of el4lcation all over tile country. 
And what an exponent it is of. his scholarly progress ~ he carries.it home 
carefully filled -w.ith his own crude efforts at writi~g ;md numb~l's, hq:!l'Jl.e 
' polish-es it vigorously and at inop-portune times wit.'li a dirty rag, and holds it · 
· out at arms length for the inspection ~'of anybody and every!l9dy, with -joyful 
~ - . 
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THE SCHOOL-ROOM. 
TALKS WITH PRIMARY TEACHERS. 
IV. SPELLING. 
JULIA E. ORMISTON, Austin, Ill. 
OUR grand-mothers seemed to advocate for primary schools, , "much spelhng 'and more spelling yet," but are not we, by. 
the practice in many of our schools, taking the opposite extreme 
aI).d advocating, "Little spelling and less spelling yet?" 
Spelling a word' is giving its letters in the proper order, either 
by thei~ names, as in oral work, or by their forms, as in written 
work. 
- I find in teaching the form of a letter, it is more convenient 
to give it a name at once, that I may not use "many words" in 
talking about it or in 'comparing it with other letters. The ma-
jority of pupils know the names of most of the.letters before they 
enter schoo~; and the few who do not know them can easily be 
I, taught while they 'are learning to make their forms. After teach-
ing the children to recognize the word cat wherever they find it, 
- teach them to make and mime its three letters, and then to name 
them in order. Explain the meaning of the word spell, and after-
ward use it, and thus avoid the n'ecessity of saying, "Name in 
order the letters of the word. " 
Teach a dozen or twenty short words and their component 
letters before making sentences. Let the words, at ,first, be the 
names of objects, qualities, or actions, or words which have some' 
, d~finite meaning in the minds of the children. Avoid giving 
a.nd, a, the, or '(0, at first, as those words have no meaning to the 
children, and better be given in phrases. The children naturally 
comprehend the meaning of the word my, and, as it is a short 
' word, it can be used as the first modifying word to be taught. 
, . Appleton's Reader, in other respects a gem, contains on the 
first page the. cat a cat · ano m1J cat. With one object-word the 
- i , , , ';J' 
" . children are expected to master t,hree modifying words .. It is al-
most impossible to lead the pupils to see the difference lD these 
phrases, unless the first word is emphasized .• This leads to an 
error afterwards difficult to overcome. 
"What I have said concerning the first steps applies more par-
ticularly to alphabetic spelling. If the teacher uses the Phonetic 
I!lethod in teaching reading, of course the sounds of the letters 
. will be given at ' first instead of their names. . 
With either method, but especially with the Phonetlc, word-
;"tding and word-changing are good helps -in spelling and ~ake 
interesting exercises; After the children have learned ox, write 
it on the blackboard and ask them to put a letter , before it to 
change it into fox. Write ox again and"let the children change 
it into box. Write sing and let pUplls put a letter in the place of 
i and thus make song. Change it to sang and then to sung. 
Give the pupils plenty of practice in spelling rapidly, looking 
. at the word before they are asked to spell it when the word is 
eraseq. This makes a pleasant concert exercise in each recita-
- , tion for a: minute or two, and so familiarizes them with the order 
of the letters' that oral spelling is made comparatively easy. Af-
ter three or four months th'e children are able to learn to spell all 
the words they r~ad.. When the new words at the heading of 
- each piece ,have been spelled, let the children spell all the words 
' in. the reading lesson. This, of course, is review, but good prac-
tice. The chIldren in this way learn the difference in spelling ' 
of certain small words pronounced alike but with different mean-
ings, such ~ to, two, and too. As a preparation in the seats, let 
the reading l~on be copied upon the slates. 
The w,.;lIen and oral spelling should complement each other, 
and each be used as a preparation for the other. I advocate 
writtm spelling but it is an unfortunate hobby. Little children 
especially need the spice of variety. , 
A spelling class with a "head" and a "foot" seldom fails to 
delight the children. I find the medal (a ten cent piece hung on 
a ribbon) worn home at night by the pupil "leaving off at the 
head" a great stimulus to thorough preparation of spelling les-
sons. To teach children to be attentive and critical, alJow the 
one who notices' the misspelled word to correct it and "g'o above" 
the one making the mistake. Sometimes it adds interest if the 
pupils expect the week's work to be reviewed in a spelling match 
Friday afternoon. . 
Study to give the lessons a freshness of variety. The mam.a 
for spelling during the first few months, when the little one IS 
spelling the name of every object he sees, soon passes away. The 
intricate ' arrangement of letters in the words of our language 
fails, <\t least to falicinate the youth. 
I would write venly before what "Justice" says in the WE,EK-
LY of Jan. 29, upon making ~ritten spelling' a means of p~msh­
ment for bad conduct. If you wish to make heathen of chIldren 
require them to learn the catechism for punishment. 
NOTES OF A SCHOOL VISIT. 
I • 
BY A DIRECTOR. 
EVERY thing in good order about the rooms, and the heating well attended to. No fault to be found with th~ janitor, but 
the loose paper scattered in the yard ?-and that ~as thrown out 
of the windows by pupils it seems, and not swept out. As the 
stoves have been superseded and removed we must have a waste 
basket in each room. 
That is good work -in that Primary grade. How proud the 
little dots 'are of their doings! , No soldiers quicker to tum at the 
word or the bell signal. And ' how eager to attack that row of 
little words on the blackboard! Yet they have had no other for 
three days, and those words are the first and only ones they have 
learned to read. And there are only five letf;jtrs used .. H~w 
well they sound them I They have found out what readmg IS, 
how letters stand fQr sounds and are put together as the ~oun~ go 
together t9 make words. They look at the board WIth ~nght 
faces. They have made a grand discovery. They found It out 
themselves. They are to have another sound and letter to-mor-
row. They can make these letters on their sla~es too, already. 
You can hardly tell which does it best. '(A wmdow open for 
ventilation and a flood of chill air pouring over the sill. We 
must make a better way than that.) 
Second Grade. A class has just been promoted, and is sho~­
ing the teacher how they can read. Their delicately rendered 
inflections are delightful, and the concert reading is music. The 
others are using slates: (one class making a table themselves. of 
2 times I etc.) Every slate very clean. (But some spit, and 
rub, and use their coat sleaves, already scuffed through. We 
must make it easy for them to be tidy in this too. ) 
Third Grade. Last year these weak little tremulous fingers 
I 'd' kl were put to handle pens with full size pen-holders, aud flUl 1D • 
The pretty writing they 'used to do with pencils soon disappeared 
in discouragement and disgust. It is restored now, and getting 
better and better. But there are too many short pencils and 
crooked fingers, and rolled-over hands. They can't write with 
a pm held in that way and make smooth clear strokes such as 
two nibs bending 'equally make. We must prepare them for 
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Fourth Grade. Spelling by hand, on the slate, without troubl-
ing the teacher to dictate, for they see the words they are to write 
in sound-signs. They have time to consider and to alter what 
does not look right, 'l.nd to put in the iitOps and capitals, and 
make it quite fit to show the teacher. They w~ite smtmces, ~o 
that they have a guide to the meaning, and the grammar. One 
boy before _me had "he noes it," then "he nose it." But this 
not looking right, there was a term of introspection, to call up 
the form as it was in the reader, and finally "he knows it" -was 
worked out of the depths of some inner gallery of memory. With 
oral dictation there would not be tim~ for this self correction; 
the teacher's v oice would_ mterrupt attempts at it, and his time 
could be more than wasted. The dictee they write from comes 
from the Phonetic Depot, Tyrone, Pa., in little books, fresh 
monthly. These learners will not be likely to fail, like a class in 
one of our upper grades, which, when examined, spelled very 
well, orally; but when put to write from dictation, failed, in an 
average proportion offive times as many orthographical errors;-to 
say nothing of others. (This very quiet. and 'still spelling exercise 
being over, there is a good deal of hubbub; - ~he teacher making 
rather the most rush. The lesson is in- Geography. Go -more on 
the Pacific than the Atlantic, Miss X.) 
MATHEMATICAL DEPARTMENT. 
The Mathematical Department will be devoted to the elucidation of principles ra therthan 
to the solution of curious problems. Questions in transcendental analysis, being beyond the 
range and requirements of the majority of students and teachers, will nol be discussed. ex· 
eept incidentally. . . 
CommunicatIOns for_ this department should be sent to DAVJD KIRK, Jackson, Minn. 
ANO THER VIE W OF + ANf) - . 
In our remarks in the last VVEEKLY on the signs in algebra, we left the 
reader grappling with the equation (a - b)(c-d) = ac-bc-ad + bd; from 
which it appears that - b into-d=bd, which fact is made more apparent by 
letting a and c in the above expansion -:;: 0, causing the terms containing those 
letters to disappear, and leaving -b X - d = +bd . . 
In what was said about the signs, they were regarded as symbols of opera-
tion, and the laws of the signs were developed ' according to this view. But 
it will be asked, is there n-> more general view of the signs, one that will ap-
ply directly to monomial factors? There is. , The sign~ + and - may be 
regarded as denoting oppositmess of condition, action, direction, etc. If a 
certain direction is +, or positive, the opposite direction is -, or negative. 
If a resource is positive, a debt i~ negative, If good is positive, evil is nega-
, tive. If adding to a quantity is positive, taking away from a quantity is nega-
tive. 
If -any thing whatever, actual or conceivable, is regarded as . positive, its 
opposite is regarded as negative. 
The minus sign when applied to a quantity rtV(I'US the condition of that 
quantity, or the sense in which it was previously understood. If - is-applied 
to a quantity, and then to the resulting expression, there will be,two reversals 
and no change. If - d is multiplied by;, the product will exist in the same 
sense as the multipli,cand, that is, !t will be negative ; but using - b for a 
multiplier we obtain + bd. This is analogous to the principle in English 
grammar, that two negatives make an affirmative. The effect of one of the 
negatives is to reverse the effect of the other; but we are not to understand 
this as the boy did, who aske~ his teacher'for a: half holiday and was 'anliwered 
no. Upon asking again, and being refused, he walked out, remarking that 
two negati'(,es make an affirmative. This is like adding -a to -4 , the sum 
being only a stronger negative. In order . that the - 'sign may reverse the 
sign of a quantity, it must be involved in the same. term with that ·quantity. 
, A seeming exception to the law d the signs is found in squaring v-a. 
T,he square is -a, but if we indicate it thus: I/' -II X I/' -a, and apply 
the principle that the product of the roots is equal to the root of the 
product, we shall get I/'a', which as usually interpreted 'c ± a. But this 
ambiguity is wrong, for we 'kmnu that the result. IS - a. 
When we know the origin of a power, there is no ambiguity aboutthe sign 
. of the root_ ' 
Thus we h'ave devoted considerable space to an elementary subject" bill 
elementaIY subjects always require the most explanati9n. 
A PRACTICAL PR.OBLEM • 
. Every one haS noticed that the outer rail of a railroad curve is higher than 
the inner rail. 
The :abject of this ili to give the force of gravity a chance to draw the 
cars downward towaId the inner rail, so that the tendency of centrifugal force 
to' send them_straight ahead will be overcome. To find the elevation 'of the 
outer rail, let v = the velocity per second of the car, and R the radius of the 
curve, which is found by Trigonometry. Then, by Mechanh:s, the centri-
fugal force will =~. This is the f~rce to be overcome by gravity acting 
R 
on the inclined plane made by raising the outer rail. We find again, by 
Mechanics, that-gravity acting on a body on an inclined plane = 32.2 multi-
plied by the ratio of the height of the plane to its l~ngth. ' 
The height of the plane, in this case, is the elevation of the outer rail, which ' _ 
we deMte by t', and the length is the gauge ofthe track, 'which may be denoted ' 
by g. The counteracting force of gravity is therefore, 32 .2 ( which =~. 
. g I R 
Hence ( =~. But R == ~, So being half the chord of a section .: .. , 
32.2 R sm. f) 
of the curve, and f) being the angle between said chord and the tangent· to 
the cur~e. Substituting this value of R, we get ; g1P ~in. f) = . 00062-
So X 32 •2 
112 gv' sin. f). Denote the velocity of the car, in miles per hour by M; then 
'iJ = M X 5280 (becau~e v· = .velocity in feet per second). Substit)1tin, 
60X60 , 
this value of v, gives ( = '.OOI336IgM· sin.f). Suppose g "" 4.7, then -e == 
00627966M" sin.f), which is the fOmlitla reqUired. For a speed of ~5 . 
miles per hour, on a 5 degree curve (a curve which subtends an angle of 5° 
for a chord of 100 feet) the value of (is 171 feet, or a little more than 2 
inches. 
Thus we have solved a practical proWem, reviewed oui mathematicaL 
studies, and illustrated the utility of mathematics. ' 
THE SECRETS OF TEACHING. 
Young teachers often ask for the secrets of teaching, for the names of books, 
and-for rules which will enable an inexperienced person, or an ordinary, in~ 
tellect, to do the work-of an experienced teacher. - Many seem to think ~hatan 
educational wisdom is locked up in a closet, and that all that is needful I,s to ' 
obtain the key that unlocks it. That key has never been (ou~d. The secrets 
of teaching have never been concentrated that they can be imparted in a few -
rules, nor has that book ever been publishea, which is to guide the in~. 
perienced in' the great work of -education, as travelers are guided by mapS~ 
In order to teach successfully, one needs inborn gifts, educati'on and experi- , 
ence. These requirements cannot be compressed into-little pills, and sold {or ' 
so much a dose. ' 
THE RECESS. 
-"Foregoes" was the word given out at a written spelling exercise recent 
ly; and one little boy handed in "Go, go, go, go." -
-A pair of ears that go on a head of civilization-pIoneers and f~tiers. · 
-"Sambo, did you ever see the Catskill Mountains?" "No, sah" but I've 
seen 'em kill mice." 
-LittJe Franky's mother was very' pious', but she was an invalid; and -So 
his auntie, who w¥ also pious, looked after his religious instruction, and let 
no occasion pass to enforce some precept. One day Ftanky suddenly said: _ 
"Oh, dear! I wish I had wings I" This an2elic aspiratiol1' was regar4ed with ~~ 
great joy by the..two Sisters, and they eagerly ~ked ~hy he 'Vshed for wines: 
"Oh," said Franky, "I'd fly up into the air and take Aunt Susan with me, 
. and when I couldn't go any hiRher, I'q let her drop." , 
--One of the lady teach~rs iii a Reno public school, a fe,,! days s~nce~ wu· 
laboring with an urchin on the science . of simp}e division. This is what. ~e 
of it: "Now, Johnny, if you had an ot:ange which you wisl;1e4 to divide wi.th 
your little sister, how much would.You Cive her?" Johnny:-uA suck."":'" 
Rmo Gazettt. 
:-The British Museum bas acqu4'ed about 1,000 more tablets and fragm~Dt& 
~f inscribed terra-cotta documents (rom BabylQta. Amollg them is a tablet of . 
Samsu-lrba, a Babylonian . monarch-bith¢o. '!Dknown, lYho pro~bly lived . 
about tQ.e time . of Bardes, and was ODe of the intermediate rulers betwce~ 
Cambyses and Dar-illS, B. C. S18. Another. fraementhas a repres~tation-pf, 
one of the gatCs of. "Babylon. . -' 
I . 
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THE STATES. 
IOWA.-The Maquoketa high school is forming a geological cabinet. 
The Anamosa school board lately increased the salaries of the primary and 
intermediate departments from $30 to $35 per month. 
Jefferson, in Greene county, has a high school building that cost $20,000. 
There are two schoolmasters in the lower. house of the state legislature. -
• Our state library contains 18,273 ,volumes. 
There are 75 pupils in the Maquoketa high school. 
The Storm Lakt Pilot says that the state has no more to fear from the ig· 
norance of her citizens than from their lack ofreverence for that law on which 
all human laws are based. 
The publication of good reports is not ~n infallible sign of a good school. 
Howard county teachers will hold ait institute at Cresco, beginning March 
29, 
The legislature has passed a law which provides that cities of 1.500 inhabi· 
tants and over shall be provided with not less than three nbr m"bre than six 
polling placeS at a school election. 
Miss Anna E. Richardson, acting lady principal, and Prof. Marcus E. Jones, 
instructor of botany, in Iowa College, were married at Cedar Falls week be-
fore last. rrof. Buck, of Iowa College, performed the marrial!'e ceremonies. 
Prof. H. R. Edso~ will erect a handsome dwelling in Grinnell next spring. 
"The whole school property of Davenport is frlle from any incumbrance. 
Many schools in all parts ofthe state devoted ashort time last Friday to ex· 
ercises appropriate to Washington's birthday. 
Miss Jennie Van Tassell, late of the Deaf and Dumb Institution at Rome, 
Ne~ York, has accepted a Position as teacher of articulation in the Deaf and 
Dumb Institution at Council Bluffs. The school has been without an articu· 
lator {or some time. 
The Iowa Orphan's Home has a library of twelve hundred volumes. 
OHIO.-The North-eastern Ohio Teachers' Association met at the Board of 
~ation rooms, in Cleveland, on the 14th inst., with a good attendance, 
and listened to a well.put inaugural address from the incoming President, 
Mr. H. M. Jame~, one of the Supervising Principals in that city, and a very 
strong paper from Prof. Judson Smith, D. D., of Oberlin College, upon" The 
Work of the High School." The discussion of the latter was so protracted 
that one other essay upon ,the program had to go over to the next meeting. In 
the course of Dr. SmitJ:1's argument, he took liberal but safe ground in favor 
of the reading of the Douay Bible in schools and Roman Catholic instruction 
in religion if need be rather than have no religious education in them. For 
this he is shaq>ly arraigned by a leading Cleveland paper, which has become 
unhappily notorious for its rabid anti· Catholicism. It reviews him and his 
effort in an .abnsive editorial .articie of more than a column and a half, headed: 
"Is. there a JeSuit in the faculty of Oberlin College?" The writer actually 
suggests that Dr. Smith "is acti.ng the role . of a Jesuit and playing into the 
• . hands of that intolerant church [the church Of Rome], and that he has smug· 
gled himself into the 9berlin Faculty and the teachers' association for that 
purpose"! This is said 'of one of the purest, sincerest, and soundest divines 
in the American Protestant Church. Could the very insanify ot proscription 
a,nd intdlerance go further? 
WISCONSIN.-School Notts.-At CaSsville, D. J. Gardner, a graduate of 
PlattevilJe Normal, is principal. He has three assistants . . Mr. Patterson has 
charge of the grammar school. The public school building is a fine one and 
is' located in a highly romantic place. The high and rocky bluffs characteris 
tic of Mississippi's borders appear grand in the vicinity of Cassville. Here 
- stands the great hotel built in 1837 to accommodate legislator and lobbyist. It 
is fast going to ruin. A constant boarder there is Ex-Gov. Dewey. At Platte· 
ville we. find much sickness prevailing in the public schools . . The Normal is 
. "booming." Here we get a distinct view of Platteville and Belle Mounds. 
On the ;East are the dilapidated remains of Wisconsin's once proud capitol. 
~~w Belmont is upon the railroad. The schools have two teachers. Mineral 
?~int. is in the heart of the great mining region of Wisconsin. J. H. Terry is 
pnnClpal of the high school. The i)Uildmgs and grounds of the Tarions 
school premises have been put in excellent condition by Supt. Van Dusen. 
Mineral Point was once the county seat of Iowa county. Wm. A. James looks 
after the schoo!s of tbe county and has the honor of being elected to the office 
he h?l~ without an opposing vote. Dwight Kinney has been tbe principal of 
Dar!Ingto~ .5ch.ools fo~ five years. He has fine classes in book-keeping and 
~an. Latin receIVes due attention • . At Monroe N. C. Twining, one of 
the. 'Veteran t'eachers of 'the Badger State, holds forth. The buildings and 
schools are in fine shape. Profs. Corson and Root assist in the high school. 
Here we find the largest class in book.keeping we have seen. At Brodhead, 
ex.Supt. T. C. Richmond is principal. He has associated with him the fol-
lowing well-known teachers: Celia Salisbury, Anna Fenton, Bessie Seward,_ 
Anna Sheban, Edna Hyde, Belle Gasting, Agnes Persons, and Helen Hurl-
but. The main building is a three.story brick. The tcaching is done in a 
thoro.ugb and concise manner. Prof. Cbarleton is editing the Iltdtpmdm/, 
and publishes much that is of intere3t to teachers. * 
The absurd "New" county is to become Langlade county in honor of the 
first .white settler in the state. 
Prof. Elmendorf, of Racine College, is fast recovering from the effects of 
his broken arm. Glad of it. He is one of the ablest thinkers in the state. 
Prof. A. A. Miller, of Waukesha, has been advocating the restoration of the 
death penalty in this state. Whether it was for the fun of the debate, or "for • 
keeps" we can't say, since it was in a)iterary association discussion. One of 
his opponents was Judge M. S. Griswold, with whom we read Horace and 
Homer in the University in ante·bellum days. The Judge has amused himself 
between times since leaving school, by going over every theorem in Elementary 
Geometry without fl I~xt or diagram, by reading all of Goethe's writings in 
the original, and every scrap of Euripides that he could buy, beg, or borrow. 
If you want a treat, burrow into him in these directions some time. 
The Milwaukee district schools seem to be unusually alive this winter. 
Each seems to have an -association. connected with it for literary purposes, and 
the lectures, exhibitions, and celebrations which they are providing must be 
delightful and profitable. The city school board has had a meeting recently 
to hear a report from Miss S. A. Stewart, Principal of the Normal School, on 
the Kindergarten work of St. Louis, which sh~ has lately inspected. We wish 
she would publish the results, for St. Louis is the head center of that work in 
the West at least. 
ILLTNOIS.-The discussion of the question, " Is it proper for a young man 
to court one of the large girls of his school"? has made trouble iu McLean 
county. The young man who was appointed to lead the discussion lost his 
summer school because it was inferred that he was in a habit of practicing in 
the affirmative. The institute at its meeting felt called upon to resolve "that 
the subject given to be introduced by --- -- was not maliciolisly intelld· 
ed but merely for sport and variety. " . 
Upon motion of Judge Green, of Cairo, the State Board of Education at it 
last meeting enacted that after the present term no pupils be received in the 
Normal University from McLean county, beyond the number to which said 
county is entitled by law, except such as exhibit superior scholarship, at least 
to the extent 01 receiving eighty.five per cent upon their entering exami. 
nation. This will help the faculty out of its d.ifficulty in diminishing the 
number of resident pupils. 
Prof. Forbe.i · of Normal, assisted by \V. H. Garman, has been making a 
study of the ar['or vitae ~ite. The result -of their work ",ill appear in a 
coming circular of tbe State Natural History Society . 
Bloomington schools have the measles. 
The following are the names of the Inter-Normal contestantS for this year. 
In giving names on each exercise we mention representatives 01 Southern 
Normal first: Debate, Chas. E. Hull and Lauren C. Bruck, Jno. W. Tear 
and E. C. Rishel; Oration, Harold D. Lowry, Jesse F. Hannah; Declamation 
Alice Krysher, Addie Gillan; Essay, H. A. KImmel, Sallie Brooks; I~stru~ 
mental Music, Annie C. Wheeler, David A. Hill; Vocal Music, Mary Walker, 
Emma Bookwalter. 
The Literary Societies of the State Normal University closed their course 
of entertainments, Feb. 21, with a comic opera by musical talent of Bloom. 
ington, and Normal. 
At a teachers' institute at Plainfield, Will county: Feb. 28, there will be a 
competitive drawing of maps, time fifty minutes. Pupils under sixteen years . 
of age living within seven miles of Plainfield are competitors. Miss Lizzie 
Boyce and Mr. W. S. Mills are expected to act as judges. 
The regular semi·annual examinations of Highland public schools look 
place Feb. 4, 5, and 6. On the eveningof the 6th, Prof. Soldan, Prin. of St-
Louis Normal School, lec~red on Education and Schools. The lecture is ' 
described as a rare .treat. 
It has been decided by the authorities that a teacher's contract for the 
spring scbool is valid though made just hefore the election of school direc· 
tor, p:ovided th~ contract is in good faith and not for the purpose of forcing 
unsatisfa.ctory teachers upon the district. In some places we know of there 
have been dOUbts on this point. . 
Danville papers annonnce the death of Miss Susie J. Faulke, at Rossnlle, 
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Feb. 7. She was a teacher in Rossville high school and was greatly endeared 
to her pupils and her associate teachers. She had formerly been assistant 
enrolling and engrossing clerk of the General Assembly of Illinois. 
The long expected and much needed work of Profs. Metcalf and DeGarmo 
on .. Dictionary \Vork for Common Sdhools" has just .been issued by Max'well 
& Co., Bloomington. It was our privilege to use advance sheets of the book 
in last summer's institute work, an'd we know it to be very valuable. • 
Peoria connty has a country school in which all the pupils study grammar 
except one and that one does not come very regularly. . 
Peoria City schools published three columns of program for their celebration 
of 'Yashington's birthday and still did not announce all the exercises. ' Every 
building in the city was crowded with visitors. 
The editor of this department will be glad to receive facts about summer 
institutes, and if he cannot .insert. in full he will give the time of beginning, 
names of instructors, length of session, etc. 
The Cook County Sunday School Convention will be held in Farwell Hall 
Chicago, Friday and Saturday. Feb. 27 and 28. Major Whittle and Mr. Mc. 
Granahan will be present during the Convention,and many of the best workers 
have promised to help in the work. 
The Cook county Teachers' Association has taken an important step in 
organi zing a series of conference meeting. to be held by a few of the lead ing 
ieachers of the county outside 2 the city-Mes;rs. Lewis, of Hyde Park; 
Dodge, of Oak Park; Parker, of Oakwood ; Cutting, of Palatine; Farnsworth, 
of Maplewood; C. Dodge, of Forty.fifth street, and D. S. 'Wentworth, of ' 
the Normal School.-for the purpose of a~ranging the course of study of the 
several high schools of the county so a, to make a strictly professional course 
at the Normal School at Englewood for all graduates of high schools. 
The facully of the State Ull\versity have dismissed six of the senior class 
from the University on account of the recent insubordination of the senior and 
junior military classes. All the other refractory students made peace with the 
faculty, but these six persisted in refusing. They foolishly annolince their in. 
tention of remaining in the city to keep up the battle, and have already raised 
cJnsiderable money for that purpose. Several older Itude-nts are also report. 
ed as sympathizing with them and threatening to leave the institution. 
MICHIGAN.-A teachers' association was organized in Newaygo county 
Feb. 14. The next meeting will be at Newaygo. The names of workers in 
the last meeting are: Mr. Collins, Mr. WJod, Mr. Fortune, Mr. McIntire, 
Miss Queale, Miss Skinner, Miss Thur.ton, Mr. Church, Mr. Warnock, and 
Mr. Comstock. No. present, 42., 
Law commencement at the University, Marclt 24. 
Prof. George S. Morris, of the University, has left for his new position in 
the Johns Hopkin. University at Baltimore. Prof. Morris has occupied the 
chair of :Modern Languages in the Univer.ity fcir nine years. Prof. Edward 
L. 'Walter, who has been for the past six m'lnths pnrsuing studies in Paris, has 
returned, and is Prof. Morris' succ~ssor. Prof. Walter has, previously spent 
several years in pursuing studies in Leipsic, where he received lhe degree 
of Ph. D . 
, Charlotte public schools enroll 703 pupils; employ 13 teachers, besides the 
superintendent. The schools are in a prosperous condition under the control 
of Miss J. A. King. High School numbers 70, in charge of M. L. Jones. 
Four years ago, when Miss King took charge of this school, the carpers said 
" you. will see"; and we have seen a verit!}ble success in the quiet, steady in. 
fluence of a lady superintendent. ' , 
In the B:g.Rapid schools, at teachers' meetings, held once a week, they 
are making the pronunciation of geographical names a specialty. Each 
• teacher has a blank book ruled in double columns, one for spelling and the 
other for pronunciation. 3S words are required each week. The high school 
has organized a success CuI literary society, which meets every Tuesday even' 
ing. All the rhetorical exercises of the high school are in charge of this 
society. The entire enroliment for the year, to Feb. 15. is 678. Average a~. 
ten dance 94 per cent of number belonging. 
Supt. Gower estimates the value of the University buildings a~d grounds at 
$380,000. 
The University Lecture Association has lost money this year. 
The whole number of graduates of the University IS 5,760• 
President Angell will deliver an address on March 6; before the Tri-State 
Teachers' Association at Toledo ' 
The following is a letter from a township superintendent of schools to a 
leading Michigan journal: 
"Wh'lt is the law regarding paying of teachers Who does npt knowe enough 
to do there duty alld makes themself obnoxious to tlie district." I , 
The journal sent the following reply: 
"The only law pertaining to school matters on which the cditor is posied, 
is one which makes it possible for the greatest Jackass in the township to be 
elected to the office of Township Superintendent of Schools." 
The 9th grade, Howell school, were given 23 questions in strucfural phys-
iology and 20 questions in hygiene, of a most practical kinci, on the 27th of 
January, after studying the subject 20 weeks. The ,average standing of the 
class was 88U. One member of the class answered every question fully and 
correctly, well earning the credit of 100. The lowest standing was 40; written 
examination averages of the entire class, 78; leaving out the four lowest, the' 
average rises to 86 I II. The aver:lge age of the class 'is 16 years 7 m.ontils'-
The shortest time employed in the work was 1 hour 50 minutf's; longest time 
2 hou~ 30 minutes; average 2 hours 17 minutes. ' , 
MINNESOTA.-By reference to our Official Department, it will be seen that 
an important opinion has been rendered by Attorney General Star', upon the 
construction of the school book law. Thio is the fir.t official interpretation of 
the law that has be~n made. This opinion makes it necessary for the schoo 1 
districts of the state" nqt specially exempted from the operation of the law, 
to introduce the state school books, and a proof of such introduction must 
accompany a draft up')n the county tre'lsurer for the portion oC school tal( 
fund due the township. 
There is considerable interest shown by the citiz~ns of 'Winona in the pro 
posed' establishment of a Kindergarten at that place. 
A. writer in the Dilluth Tri!J1me pays a high compliment to Miss B'ertha 
Youmans. a teacher in the primary department of the public school of that 
place. Miss Y 0umans is a graduate of the State Normal School at Winona. 
INDlANA.-J. H. Smart, State Supt.,and H. S. Tarbell, Supf. Indianapolis 
Pllblic Schools, han, been in attendanse at the S~perintendents' Meeting, 
Washington, D . C. ' ' 
The Fourtli An 'mal Meeting of the Southern Indiana Teachers' Association 
will be held at Bloomington, March 17, 18, 19. 
. PROGRAM.-Wedl1~sday E vening , Mm:ch 17. Music. Prayer. Music. Ad: 
dress of Welcome, Hon. C. F. Dodds, M~yor of the City of Bloomington; 
Inaugural Address, Supt. J . W. Cald:weU, 'Seymour, Ind. ' 
Thursday Morllitlg. March 18,9:3 o·clock. Opening Exercises. I. The 
Duty of Parents to the Comm()nwealth, phy'sically. mentally.and morally con- , 
sldered, W. R. Halstead, A.M., President of D e Pauw Female College. New 
Albany, Ind. Discussion opened by Lemuel Moss, LL.D.t.President Indiana 
UniversIty, Bloomington .• 2. Visual Teaching, Walter R. Houghton, Prof. of 
Belles Lettres and History, University, Bloomington. 3. Non.Professional 
, Reading, Miss Mary Barton, Washmgton, !nd. -
Thursday Aft~rltOon, 1':30 o·clock. Announcement o( Committee and mis-
cellaneous business. I. Lesson with Children-Reading. Ellen J. Strader. 
Bloomington. 2. Mathematical Teachmg. Supt. J. P. Funk, Ct)rydon, Ind. 
Volunteer Discussion of the paper. 3. How may the High School be sttength. 
ened andlbuilt up in popular:favor? R. A. Townsend, Principal of High School, 
Vincennes, Ind. Discussion-Sup~ . J. A. Wood, Salem, Supt. J. M. Lee, 
Greencastle. 
Thttrsday Evi/'il~g, 7:30 o'clock. Illustrated Lictllre in Physics, Prof. T. 
A. Wylie. LL. D., State University, Bloomington. . 
Friday Morning, Marck 19.,9:30 o'clock. Special session in-the interest of 
' District Schools. I. ,How may the pupils of our District Schools b~ interest. 
ed in standard and current Literature? Miss Libby Shindler, Livonia, Ind. 
Discussion opened by J. M . . \Vallace, County Super.ntendent, Columbus, Ind. 
2. A general Discussion-The Educational Outlook; or. the demand for more 
pra,ctical work. Supt. D. E. Hunter, Washington; J. M. Lee, Greencastle; 
Supt. A. H. Hastings, Mitchell. .. ' " 
Fn'day Afternoolz, 1:30 o'clock. I. Reports of Committees. 2. Should thl: 
School year of Ollr District Schools be ,divided into two distinct sessions? 
Why? Why not? County Superintendent, D. M. Greeting, Washington, Indo.. 
Discussion-County Superintendent, L. A. Stockwell, Greencastle, and 
County Supt. A. C. Goodwin, Charleston, followed by others ~ 3. Science- -
the Experimenter in the School , Room, Supt. J. P. Patterson, Wasningtoll, 
Ohio. General discussion of Science. Question opened by}. M. B.los~, 
Evansville. . 
Friday E vming, 7:30 o'clbck. Social re-union, with miscellaneous exer-
cises. 
Railroads.-The L., N. A. & C. will sell rOllnd trip tickets at half-farl? 
Call for A~sociation tickets. The O. & M;, J M. & 1., and 1. & V., will sell 
rednced tickets on presentation of "orders for excursion tici(ets," or certifi· 
cates of Membership. E~close stamp to J. C. Cnilton, 183 Jdr!r~on Avenue •. 
Detroit, Mich., for proper credentials and certificates. D.> this early. All ' 
teachers ,can reach home the same day by, leaving Bloomington SaturJay 
mornin~. . 
The teachers of every part of the State are cordially invited. All come. 
- Teach~rs of Southern Indiana should take special interest in this meeting. 
Bring all your teachers. "Keep the soul alert." Lemuel MOSII. J. M. Bloss, 
T. J. Charlton, J. R. Trisler, EICecutixe Committee. J. C. Chilton, Chairman. 
J. W. Caldwell, President ~f ~~ociatioll. \ • 
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OFFICIAL DEPARTMENT. 
MINNESO TA-STA 1 E TEXT-BOOKS. 
TOWNSHIP TREASURERS CAN'T DRAW SCHOOL FUNDS WITHOUT FIRST SHOW-
. ING THAT THEY USE THE STATE TEXT·BOOKS. 
STATE OF MINJ:lESOTA, 
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
ST. PAUL, Feb. 9, 1880. 
Han. O. P. Wlzitcomb, Auditor of Minmsota: 
} 
. DEAR Silt :-1 am in receipt of a communication from S. Lee Davis, Esq., 
county auditor of Ramsey county, making the inquiry herein stated. The 
. communication should have been addressed to you, as it relates to the duties 
of county officers with reference to the tax laws of the state; by sectio.n 119, 
chapter II, general statutes, 1878, p. 245, it is the decision of the state audi 
tor, in accordance with the advice of the attorney.e:eneral, that is to have force 
and effect until annulled by the judgment or decree of the court; hence, 1 
think, all questions relating to taxes, tax laws, and the duties of all officers with 
reference thereto should be sent to your office for a decision thereon. In this 
manner uniformity of practice thrdughout t~e state would be obtained. 
Auditor Davis says that some of the school districts of Ramsey county have 
never made any requisition for the state text-books, and have therefor~ neg-
lected or failed to introduce said hooks into the schools of their respective dis· 
tricts, although two years have expired since the county auditor received the 
number of text-books required by the school district .of his county, and asks 
what is his duty in the premises at the coming spring settlement • 
. ~n answer to these qu~stions required a consideration of the following pro-
VlSlons of the general statutes of 1878: First-Sections 67 and 68, chapter 
II, p. 230. Second-Section 83, chapter 36, p. 484. Third-Seetio. 166, 
chapter 36, p. 500. By the first section above referred to the county auditor 
( is required to keep an account with each school district of his county, and 
immediately after eac~ settlement with the county· treasurer, to credit each 
district with the collections belonging to it, and give to the treasurer thereof, 
on demand, an order on the county treasurer for the. amount to the credit of 
. the district. (These provisions of the statute are substantially s:ctions 56 and 
103,_general statute$, (1866) p. 171, and 180, re-enacted March II, 1878,) and 
was the law of the state at the time'of the passage of the text-book law. 
By the second section referred to the county treasurer is required, upon the 
order of the county auditor, to pay to the treasurer of any school district any 
money in his hands belonging to such school district. 
By the third section referred to it is provided that after two years from the 
time the county auditor of any county has received the number of text· books 
required for the school districts of his county, the freasurer of such county 
shall pay no part of the state school tax fund belonging to a district in his 
county; to the treasurer thereof, until he produces the certificate of the super-
< intendent of public schools of his county to the fact that the state text-books 
have been introduced into the schools of such district and are used to the ex-
clusion of any other series of text-books. 
Are these several provisions of the statute conflicting and inconsistent with 
each other so that the latter enactment would repeal pro tanto the others, is 
the real question to be determined. Ordinarily.express language is used where 
a repeal is intended, and a repeal by implication is not favored, and when 
. the acts are upon different subjects the rule as to implied repeals applies more 
forcibly. When different provisions of the statute ~an be harmonized by a fair 
and liberal construction it must he done. One statute is not to be considered 
as a repeal of another if it be possible to reconcile the two together. McCool 
• 'liS Smith, I Black., 459. I see no difficulty in harmonizing all the several 
'provisions under consideration, and giving effect to all of them. There is no 
such repu~nancr between the provisions of the statutes referred to that all may 
not stand together. Curryer vs Merrill, 3 N. W. Rep., 3. 
Section 166, chapter 36, gemral statutes 1878, is simply a limitation of the 
, . duty of the treasurer to pa.y as requir~d by section 83, chapter 36, and forbids 
the J?3-yment of any part of the school tax fund to a school district treaSJlrer 
unless certain conditions are complied with, viz.: furnishing proof that the 
state text-Docks are in use in. his district. This prohibition -of the payment by 
the county treasurer of any part of the state school tax fund to a district with-
out the production of the county superintendent's certificate is one of the 
measures selected by the legislature to effect one of the objects of the law 
viz,.: to secure a uniform series of tht·books in the public schools. Whethe; 
jt is wiSe or not is a qqestion exclusively within the judg!Jlent of the legislature 
with which executive officers charged with carrying out the law have no con~ 
cern. It should be libenilly construed and faithfully executed until the courts 
of the people determine to the contrary. 1 am of the opinion that the county 
.1 
I " 
I 'auditor should, upon making settlem~nt with the county treasurn, cred.it each 
school district of his county with its share of the collections and school funds, 
but where two years have elapsed since he received the number of text· books 
required for the district schools of his cpunty, the order ~n the county treasurer 
for the school tax fund belonging to any district should be payable on condi-
tion that the school disirict treasurer produces to the county treasurer the cer-
tificate of the county superintendent of public scbools showing that the text. 
books are in use in his distri~t, and that the county treasurer should not pay 
the order unless the condition is complied with. The term "State school tax 
fund" iii defined by general laws of 1878, page 68, section 3, " to mean and 
apply to school funds arising from taxation." Respectfully, 
CHAS. M. START, 
Attorney General. 
IOWA-SUNDRY RULINGS. 
I. The Board of Directors have the power to adopt books for use in the 
schools of their district (see Sec. 1728. S. L., 1876), and to provide that at a 
time stated, the use of all other books shall be discontiuued. 
2 . If an officer fails or refuses to perform a duty enjoined upon him by law, 
he can be compelled to act by a writ of mandamus from a court of law. 
3. It is the practice of the courts to attach great importance to the proviso 
ions. of written contracts. The terms of such centracts must be adhered to un-
less both parties otherwise agree. 
4. The Board may contract to pay a teacher an amount additional to com-
pensation for personal services, and he may supply the services of an assiijtant 
teacher who must hold the certificate required by law. (See Sec. 1758, S. L., 
18'76. ) 
S. A party in whose favor an appeal is decided has the remedy 01 a writ of 
mandamus from a court of law, to enforce tbe decision of appeal. 
6. A board of directors may not makeJln agreement, which for a money 
conSideration, or other eqUIvalent, shall be intended to be perpetual. A con-
tract of such kind must contain a privilege to close the agree'ment upon the 
payment of a sum fixed, and such amount remaining unpaid, the contract will 
be 1D force. C. W. VON C<ELLN 
Superintendent of Public Instructi~n. 
Feb. 21, 1880. 
THE HOME. 
"GOD BLESS OUR SCHOOL." 
About the room the Christmas greens 
In rich profusion hung, 
While sparkling in their gilded dress 
Those graceful vines among, 
Were fitting mottoes wrought with care, 
Each with its wealth of good, 
And this of all that decked those walls, 
The children's favorite stood-
"God bless our school." 
It glittered in the morning sun 
In characters of gold, 
As beautiful at noontide hour, 
Like Truth that ne' er grows old; 
What though the stormli were fierce without, 
With low.hung clouds of gloom, 
A halo crowned those sacred words 
Its radiance filled the room- ' 
"God bless our school." 
Once to my side a fair young child 
Came with her eyes of blue, 
So full of light and innocence, 
Pure thoughts were there I knew. 
"Teacher," said she, "I wonder so· 
If it can really be, 
That God, who lives high up above, 
Looks down from heaven to see, 
And bless our school." 
Oh, what a fitting time to teach 
A sweet and holy truth, 
To leave its impress deep engraved 
Upon the mind of youth I . 
I took the little hand i!l mine, 
Gazed in that childish face, 
And told how He, whose watchful love 
Abides in every place, 
Could bless our school; 
.1 
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And how not e'en a sparrow's fall, 
Not e'en a raven's crj, 
Though sma]l they seem, could e'er escape 
The notice of His eye. 
The child face glowed with happy smiles, 
"Ah! now I know," said .he, 
"If God loves even the little birds, 
He surely cares fllr me, 
And all our school." 
o ye! unto whose ten4er care 
These little ones are given, 
Spurn not the thoughtful questionings, 
. But turn their hearts to heaven; 
And wl:ten ye twine about your rooms 
The rich festoons of green, 
There place among those graceful vines 
These golden words to gleam-
"God bless our school." 
OUR CHILDREN AT HOME.* 
R EV. A. D. MAYO. Springfield, Mass., 
- Tlte Teac1m·. 
IT is about the most dangerous thing possible in this republic to compel Young America to operate in a half· peck measure '20 years,with a promise 
. of operating in a peck measure when he grows · up. The great problem of 
American city life to-day, is how to find bodily and spiritual elbow.room for 
cit}' boys and girls. How shall we construct our new homes in the cities and 
crowded villages of our country, so that our children may have a fair oppor-
tunity to strike out for themselves, and each make of itself the man or woman 
the dear Father of us all has given it the native power and 'providential environ· 
ment to become. 
In answering this question, I will say :-
First: When you build or hire a house have an eye in all its arrangements 
to the physical, mental, and moral welfare of your children. The .selfishness 
of grown people is the rock, and the thoughtlessness of parents the quicksand, 
on which thousands of American families go to wreck. The yeatly waste in 
liquor, tobaccoa,nd vulgar amu semellts would cover the gap between a squalid 
home in a vile neighborhood, and- a fit house for the family of a 'vorking man. 
- There are armies of disaffected ' workmen, even in America, who are to.day 
cursing the best institutions of society and their own wisest friends, holding 
them responsible for a wretched style of living to which they are condemned 
by their own selfish indulgence in pleasures that steal away the soul and keep 
the body under the feet of poverty. How many thoughtless men of business 
. we know who will change"their place of abode as.ofteu as they see the promise 
of. a new gain in money i-dumping their little children in:to a noisy boarding-
house; dropping them in a raw manufacturing village; shooting them across 
the country into a pestilent wilderness; burying them in a great noisy city; or 
depriving them of a father's care durin2 the most sensitive years of their lives. 
The wreck of life, health,mind, manners,and chara<:terin this headlong hauling 
of families about the country is one of the most grievous wastes of American 
life. Tbe most painful side of western society is this spectacle of the demora· 
'lization of families, uprooted from comfortable eastern homes and sown at 
random all abroad by th,e obstinate whim of the father. 
Many an ambitious family in town builds a house too fine for the children 
to use, so that the boys and the girls are almost as effectually driven outside 
• fo~ coinfort and solace, as if they had no home. or course, the convenience, 
comfort, and general positIon of a family should be consulted in founding the 
home. But if a sacrifice is to be made, let the parents throw o / erboard every 
unnecessary indulgence that their house may be a real home for the bodies 
and souls of their little ones. The most fatal kind of gambling is bur Ameri-
can social habit of keeping our whole family life' on the edge of peril for years, 
in the fond hope of graduating, through social ,purgatory, into social paradise 
at the end. Give your children now the best home you can procure, and keep 
it best by all possible ~acrifices during their earlier.years. Money invested in 
a family of healthy, intelligent, religious children, always pays the largest 
dividends; can be touched by no reverse in human affairs; is the "treasure 
laid up in heaven." 
I shall never forget the bitterness with which a friend lately spoke to me of 
the way his father had t·hrust him out to fight with the world, in his boyhood, 
while he was saving a fortune to leave to his family. The boy was thrown 
. into his profession with broken health and an imbittered spirit tha had made 
hi~ life a long misery, and when, at forty, he found himself a man of 'wealth, 
• From a sermOD preached iD the Church of tI,'" Unity. Jan. •• 1880. 
,. ," 
he.cried out, .. Why could not my father have invested this money in me, as I 
grew up by his side, instead of leaving it to me now, when it can only relieve 
the wretchedness of a broken body and a troubled mind?" Make your home 
the most wholesome place possible, for the health of your children; the best 
place for them to grow, and especially to develop their own individual charac· 
ter, without perpetual irritation and hindrance. 
Here is a point where our laboring people in cities have their right to make 
their' protest and push their claim for public' consideration. The toiling masses 
whose work at once builds up the grandeur of the city, and the fortunes of its .. -
healthy men, have the right to demand that the municipal government shall 
prolect them against the curse of that foul and dismal realm whicb the work~ 
man's quarter is so often permitted to be. There will alwavs be found men 
base enough to grow rich on the rentals of buildings not fit t~ house the brute 
beast, to say nothing of the wages of buildings which are only ~eaf pitfalls 
for the bodies and souls of men. It has been demonstrated again and again 
that homes can be built for city workmen _ fit for Christian people to live in, 
with fair profit to the proprietors. There is no earthly reason why, through 
the coOPl?ration of a vigorous municipal policy and intelligent building as· 
sociations. every American city can not offer fit housing .to its most important 
class. 
The most awful extravagance on this continent is the ., slaughter of the in-
nocents" inour great cities ;~in some of which a majority of the childrenborii 
are underground before the age of ten. When we think of such a loss to the , 
country; such a Wide-spread misery and afiliction cast upon myriads of people; 
and such an outcome of crime in the futnre, 'we begin to realize thei"ittolerable 
enormity of American municipal politics. I have never known a city govern- . 
ment to tolerate unlimited liquor.selling, indecent entertainments, foul streets, 
pestilent tenement houses, lewdness and gambling, poor schools and a corrupt 
franchise, where the center of iniquity could not be found in a ring of miser. 
able politkians who are growing rich on the public disgrace. Alw~ys look. 
twice at a candidate for office who proposes to economize at the expense of 
public health, public education, and public morals. He is either a man who 
wants to s.teal, himself, or a respectable blind behind which a squad of political 
thieves are hiding. Every city and :village, by the reasonable economy that 
watches all unnecessary and extravagant . expense, can make it possible for 
every industnous family 01 good cnaracter to provide a g6 0d home for its 
children; and then parents and children · are alone responsible for the life 
within its walls. ' 
Second: In laying out your home life, see thlt your children have their 
proper work to do, and are held oI"esponsible, in reasonable degree, for the 
general comfort and happiness of the family . . There are few families in 
respectabl'e position who could not at once save money, save their' children, 
and save the home from household jars by assignin2 to each a definite amount 
oflabor and responsibility. If every grown son in Springfield would endeavor 
to relieve his mother in the labor of the daily supply of the ho~sehold, we 
should have the double result of a smaller number of harassed mothers and 
a larger nJlmber of young men a.ble to begm married life with some knowi;dge 
of the mysteries of household economy, and some consideration Cor the do. 
~estic cares of their new wives. If every mother could· have the firmness 
and wisdom to instruct her daughters, ~ they grow up, in the science of house-
keeping according to the best method$. of modern life, and assign to them a 
definite position in the social affairs of the house, we should see fewer speci-
mens of broken-down wifehood, helpless maternity, and .. anxious and aim· 
less" maidenhood. . . 
The one central sin of our new, expensive cily life is the wide.spread neglect 
of this training of the . children for their home ditties. In .thousan rl s of,r~pect­
able homes that I visit the children of all ages are little more than unl'eason • . 
able boarders. They are taught nothing of the difficulties of supporting ;. 
.family, are constantly pushed out the way of the parents and servantS who 
monopolize the work, are driven, by mere necessity of occupation, to exce~ive 
study, !l reckless round of amusements, or a. nervous and heated feisure, harder 
than any wholesome work. What wonder that so many beautifUl houses are 
stampeded by mobs of spoile<J, children, that the son's room. is,. often, 'a sort ~f 
private drinking and smoking saloon set up in the center of the mansion; thal· 
the daughter shirks her social duties, takes her affairs into her own hanas, 
' and keeps the family in hot water by her reckless social goings 9D; ' and 
generally, all rellllonable and Christian famtly life destroyed. The fault lies 
at the door of the infatuated parents, who, from 'a false idea 01 the gentility of 
idleness, cheat their children out. of the most vahtaQle education in a Chtistilql 
home life; expose them, alike, to the contamination of ignorance,superstitioD, 
and v,ice, in their association with servants, and to the ~ ~ await every 
yo~th driven out:of-doors to ~d somebody to love iwd aomEih1. to do. 4l . 
, . 
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the same time, these deluded parents go Oil eniarging the household and> 
. shouldering every year a heavier burden of drudgery and care. 
.. There is ,nothing for my children to do," sighed the proprietor of a super-
palace in my presence, while his wife heaved an assuring sigh in response. 
But that man, at fifty-five was st~ggering along the brink of paralysis and his 
wife, at fi fty, was really a woman of seventy; both living in a hopeless snarl 
of toil and trouble; their palace rocked, like a ship in a te!llpest, under the 
quarrels and tyranny of half a doz'en servants; their boys growing up expenf 
sive and useless, and their girls candidates for the American woman's hell 0 
nervous and helpless invalidism. The key to the situation in that house 
would unlock the gate of Paradise in the home of many a workman. It is 
the resolute and intelligent training of children and youth to sharing the 
, burdens and, responsibilities of life at home. And this will break up that most 
-vulgar and American habit, the separation of parents and children in society; 
whereby the young ate exposed to the dangers of unregulated intercourse and 
confirmed in alI" the conceits of precocious youthfulness, and the parents are 
left, an abandoned crowd of social old fogies, whose first duty is to keep ou 
the way of everytbing under 30. There is work enough connected \!ith every 
city and,village home to give occupation to the leisure of every child and train 
every city boy and girl into good household and social breeding, if the parents 
will consent to become the schoolmaster and schoolmistress of their offsprin~ 
. they promised to be on their wedding-day. • 
Every home in city and village should, if possible/ have one room, or as 
many as can be furnished, where the children can be encouraged, under suit-
able control, to develop their ow~ ideas of useful work. Many a boy could 
be saved fromlthe curse of street life by a mechanic's shop, a study, or a room 
of all work and play in his own house, where he could play at "being a man" 
WIth his companions,and "try on" a few of the humorous projects that possess 
the brain of every active young American. If it is asked, "how this can be 
done," you may ask the architect. He will tell you that three-fourths the 
space in every well-to-do American house is only peopled by the flies or the 
,a!limalcula: three· fourths the time; and that it is perfectly possibl!! to build 
houses of which a generous portion can be used for such a purpose, with no 
permanent inconvenience to the family. And this will offer tu our children 
that outlet from the iron-clad monotony and despotism of city life so much in 
demand. 
T-hi"d: Of course, these outward arrangements are only the preparati~n of . 
tbe temple to be filled with that atmosphere of Christian wisdom, beauty, and 
love, without which there can be nothing that deserves the name of home 
The parents and grown sons and daughters-often anyone of them-can des-
troy the spiritual household iJ~ numberless ways, the central sin of each being 
a tyrannical selfishness. An epicurean lather can change a home to an appen-
dage, to a luxurious tabl.: that plants the seeds of drunkenness and lewd-
ness in every child. The heartless or heedless social amhition of an elder 
daughter is the serpent in the Eden ot many an unhappy home. A vulgar 
rage for display will yulgarize a family stock for a generation. There are 
homes where the rage for unkind gossip and ilI-n \tured criticism turns out 
eve.ry boy and girl, bristling with a magazine of s~arp knives' and reyolvers, 
-to carry contentiOn and social assassination wherever he goes. There are 
homes desolated by a violence~of temper; a prevailing disobedience; a habi t 
of deception, which flares out in the community, cursing more than one region 
" of American life witb chronic defiance of law. There is a low habit of vulgar 
materialism, of testing everything in life by its money value, which poisons a 
family of children down to the roots uf the soul and launches into American. 
life that most hopeless of characters-a young man faithless of God and hu-
manity ,; a girl sordid and scephcal of virtue, living with an eye only open to 
"the main chance. 
, Qn.e of the" most dangerou~ foes of tlie spiritual household is the terrible 
restlessness thai possesses the souls of so many of our busy fathers and mothers. 
A little child is always on the lookout for some quiet pl!rson to whom it can 
run, in all its griefs and worries and tumults of delight or disaster, and find it-
self ~nc\osed in arms whose gentleness and strength are the protecting Provi. 
dence of its life. But how many of our active men, who would give their life 
'for their children, never give ,them this quiet companionship? What mnlti-
tudes of brilliant and successful women fill their homes with an atmosphere so 
excited and restless that the poor boy or girl has no spot to lay the weary head 
(lr comfort the troubled heart? The children in such a home, however culti. 
vated or fa~ous may be their1lU~llis, gQ wandering about among servants and 
guests, through the highways -and by-ways .of life, in search of somebody who 
has leisure enough to be their friend. And if that new friend turns out a 
wicked boy, • worthless girl, a pernicious man or woman, who leads the youth 
" I 
, -
astray, will not God call to account those parents who are too busy abouttheir 
own affairs to become the father and mother of the souls given to them in 
in sacred charge? 
The heart of the home is the spirit of natural love, reverence, and self-sa,<rl. 
fice. And this spirit cannot be bought for money; cannot be learned in any 
sch~1 or university; does n!>t belong to any station in life. It is open to ev~TJ' 
soul; free as the air and lunshine'; free as the glorious thing it is, the abound-
ing grace of God. This city, this New England, this new America, is full or 
families who are wearing themselves out in the fooiish and futile attempt to 
live without God and the Lord Jesus Christ; without the religion of love to 
God and love to man, and the hope of the immortal life as the center of the 
home. Some of them are doing this in the proud conceit of a culture and 
social standing which looks down upon the Chnstian life as a superstition 
which the .. superior class" h:lS outgrown. Butthe majority of these families 
are living this life of worldiness fo~ reasons which they are themselves asham-
ed to" proclaim, or in sheer unconsciousness of anything better than their 
present notion of existence'. 
But, whatever may be the cause, the outcome of an irreligious home to 
children is always the same. They are no!, indeed, abandoned by Providence; , 
for God is too wise an economist to have the eternal welfare of his home-blest 
child in sole charge of its earthly parents. Every youth thus neglected finds, 
somewhere, a spiritual father and mother; some faithful teacher; some good 
minister; some precious friend; some experience of lifc that shows it the bet-
ter way. But-the worldiness of the home is bad and only bad; and every 
child that goes out from a godless house is weighted with that godlessness as 
long as it lives. Oh, what a bitterness of grief and remorse must woner or 
later, in some world, come upon the soul of the parent who has lived through 
the childhood of his children, forgetting or defying the blessed God and the 
loving Christ, the heavenly Father and . divine Etder Brother of every 
home. " 
And what a happiness, past all compare, is reserved for every devout and 
faithful mother an,d father who have taught their offspring to (, remember their 
Creator in the days of their youth;" to love the Savior, who blessed littl~ 
children; k> prayer and thirst afeer truth and purity and honesty and all the 
things that make up the character of the consecrated woman, the- Christian 
man. For whatever"mishap may befall any member of that holtSehold, that 
home.schooling in the life eternal will follow the wanderer, like an angel oL 
deliverance, all round the world, will overleap the grief of death and meet it, 
with offers of radiant companionship on the other side. Such a father and 
mother ollly begin to mold the family in the house they build on earth. Going 
away, in God's time, they pa;s onward to build anLlther "house, not made with 
hands, eternal and in the heavens." There, being dead to this world, they 
'yet speak with a potency and sweetness that sends their message down, like a 
divine calmness, ~hispering through ali the tumult of this troubled spbere. 
And, for such, the faithful rathel'S and mothers of the world in which we live 
is reserved a blessed ingathering of souls in the better land; a home amid tb; 
family in heaven. 
EDUCATION IN THE HOME. 
There is a process of education constantly going on in every dwelling which 
care and thought can make an unspeakable advantage, and at the same time 
contribute to make a happy home. To keep objects of pure and high interest 
before tlIe children's minds, in a natural and suitable way-to have them sup~ 
plied with such books as \vill occupy and interest-to talk not so much to them 
as with them !lbout objects-to take note of and encourage any advance they -
make, and tb direct the flow not of a part of but of the whole of their life-
physical, mental, moral. without apparent interfer~nce or violence ; this hap-
py art-to, be sought, prayed for, labored for-uncler God's blessing goes far 
to make a happy home. The tastes of children are naturally simple. Vour 
child's wooden gun, cut with your own hand, perhaps, and made a link of 
connection between your little boy and you, may be more to him, more ~nfl u­
ential <lver his character, more potent in binding his heart to you while living, 
his memory to you when you are dead, than a costly gift that you ordered at 
the store. And when you, living a loving, natural life before your children, _ 
and ~th them bend the knee in thdr midst, and speak to God of them and of 
yourself, there is a powerful restraint being put on natural ("vil, there is a 
pleasant type of heaven where the whole family that is named after Jesus shall 
be gathered together.-Dr. ,(JIm o.all. 
-Su~cribers will bear in mind that the reduced price of the WEEKLY ('2.~) IS offered only to those who pay i1l atlva1'u. To all olhers the price 
remams at '2.5°. 
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pride in evuy line of his beaming face! And what dupair when he finally 
falls upon it and the end comes. 
Study is at first an impossibility to him, but give the child something to do, 
and it will be done with a will. Look at the beginner as he sits 'at his work, 
the pencil gnpped tight in his awkward little fist, writing something with a 
more or less remote resemblance (0 b,o,x,or h.a-t, there is no lack of ear· 
nes(ne3S in his efforts, or listen to him as he shouts his reading lesson; the 
necessary zeal is (here, but not as yet directed into proper channels. He pos-
sesses animallon enough 'and' vigor enough in pursuing new lines of thought 
and action; it is the teacher's province to' direct and contr.:.l this natural zeal 
which, misdirected or neglected; leads into mischief. 
but in excess are as injurious to the brain and nerves as tobaccp or whiskey. 
,Women, acting in the interests of Christianity, have agitated the temperance 
question and have probably done much good; it is time now 'for some man in 
the interests of education to commence a vigorous crusade against worsted 
work. 
Everyone knows the natural persistence of the young mind, how it returns 
continually and indefatigably to any subject on which it is not satisfied at 
the first investigation, but the idea that it is ardent in the pursuit of knowledge, 
is not well grounded in fact. The child is intensely ardent in pursuing that 
which mterests him, but he needs urging, watching, and most judicious man-
;/,gement before he can be 'persuaded to attend systematically to matter3 in 
which he ought to he interested. The tact of a skillful teacher turns everything 
to account to secure this end; even his less commendable qualities, his self-
conceit, his natural vanity may be diverted and modified into an unobjection-
able pride; there is no more pitiful sight in a school·room than a child whose 
timidity obscures' all the excellences of his mind or character. 
To the teacher's work there are two main essentials-to keep up her own 
interest and to engage the interest and in consequence the attention of the 
pupil. A failure in the first often arises from the teacher herself not fully 
feeling the importance of her duties. Looked at from without it seems indeed 
;/, narrowmg round-the same easy words and figures to print on the black-
board day after day, the same guiding of little hands over (he 'up-strokes and 
down-slr.okes, and the same mc:motonous lessons; \july if this comprised it ;/,11, 
it would be a hard profession, but wr.en she realizes that the easy words (so 
familiar 10 her that she has forgotten the (ime she learned them) are to the 
child something new and strange, the standing ajar of the entrance door to 
the world of letters, through which he passes into a continlially unfolding range 
of novelty-the wearying littleness of the work involves itself into immensity. 
The simple acquirement of a printed word is the beginning of a new langllage 
to him, in which every step increases his strength and prepares the way for 
further progress. 
Succ~ss in teaching 'is largely c!ue to earnest, conscientio~s eff"rt. There 
may b,e those who can teach wholly by inspiration, but that is an 'unreliabl~ 
foundation to build upon; patient, hopeful, hard work will tell in the long run, 
nor is this enough, for even the most earne.t effclrt in a m'istaken vocation is 
commendaQle oftener in its practice than in its results. The most industrious 
and conscientious ' teacher sometime. pruves the worst failure. So long as 
school-teaching is an art, and as yet not reduced nor apparently reducible to a 
science, no one should engage in it with Jilt some peculiar fitnes; of nature or 
inclination. One who lacks this -fitnes; has no right to injure an hOliorable 
proiession, wear out her strength and sour her disposition by persisting in the 
Rursuit of it, merely because it is more reputal Ie or lucrative than some other 
for which she is 'better suited. 
Teaching is essentially a woman's business, and one in which she has es-
tablished herself.by Iier ,owr. success. It is the means' of temporary independ-
ence for many a young woman, and a haven of busy rest for the permanent, 
elderly spinster, 'but fortunately it is now only one of the channels into which 
a woman's capabilities can be turned; she is nO[ narrowed down to it as her ' 
only means 'of making a living; so, I, for one, cannot under3tand why, among 
so many engaged in the work, there are so few who are willing to admit to 
any love for it. I call only account for it on the supposition that they have 
fallen into the habit of saying they do not like it, and keep up the custom 
mechanically; Teachers like the wor~ better than they think they do, and if 
the often sinc'ere prayer of many a heart-weary ,teacller, "0, that I had wings, 
that I might Ry away and be at rest," were granted, it would not be long be-
fore the air would be filled with the Rutter of descending pinions. • 
The cry that 'teaching is wearing out the strength and killing those engaged 
in it, I hold to be blsed on utterly mistaken premises; the wo:nan whose 
, health fails in teaching, would be likely to lapse into invalidism earlier in 
any other vocation. The regular hours and 'regular habits necessary to suc- ' 
cess are in the highest degree conducive to health both of teacher and pupils. 
The trouble is with teachers-that they supplement their labors with too much 
ur.der the name, perhaps, of recreation, that is fatiguing-the fancy-work, 
writing, pai~ting, and other pursuifs, that in moderation are a pleasant pastime, 
A primary teacher ~eeds particularly, for the example, to heed the cou'nsel 
-"To thy own self be trlu .'; There is an old saying, "Children and fools 
speak the truth," the fools of these days are probably different from those of 
the time when that saying originated, and children now' certainly have to be 
taught to be truthful. 
A chiid's moral nature is slower of development than his imagination, is 
strongly biased by outside influences, as the fear of punish merit or. the desire 
for praise. Farther, it is the misfortune of a child that his eager seekings for ' 
knowledge impel him to ask questions that the wisdom of sages could not p.n-
8wer, so he receives evasive or false replies because his parents are unwilling 
to admit to him that they are a~ ignorant as he. He should, of coq.rse,' be' told 
the truth or nothing. 
This is not.. the least of the teacher's duties (the more important that it is 
neglected by the parent), to inculcate into tlIe young minei and heart a respect 
and love for the plain; unvarnished, the often unattractive truth. 
. The teacher's .business is one much exposed to the dangers Of sentimental~ 
Ism; talkers, writers, and some thinkers on the subject are prone to fall into a 
vein of tender moralizing and ignore the firm practical basis on which the pro-
fession rests. The doctrine:or a universal and lasting love for children is the 
groundwork of their scheme and their infallible test of ,excellence. In fact, 
it is no more possible to dearly love all the different children gathered together 
in a schoolroom, than it is to love, e~en in moderation, all, the men and women 
in your circle of acquaintance. The teacher who undertakes to carry out any 
such idea puts teo severe a task upon her willing heart, for there are m~ny chil-
dren who are by nature_so unl?vely that no one but their parents can love 
them. Bllt it is not only possible but very easy to become greatly interested in ., 
them, and a, very slight effort will gain their regard. ,If a child loves his ' 
teacher he will love his studies; and if he love his studies, he will love his 
teacher. It is a glorious relief from the dmdgery of te;lching, that this rule 
works both ways. A child observes, admires, imitates. His teacher is often 
the "be-all and end all" of his daily'life, a little cloud no bigger than her hand 
may obscure the whole sun of his existence. That teacher shows the greatest 
, skill who. turns this persond inte~est in herself to 'acco'ullt in her association 
with her pupils, and makes her work when possible, individual rather than 
general. • 
There is a tendency o~tside' the profession to look upOJl schools i'n th~ light 
of educational mills, in which tlie little six·year old raw material is thrown 
into the hopper and ground and gro!l'nd with the accompaniment of noise !lnd 
rattle and 1ust, until at last emerges tile finished youth and maiden, "full of 
wise saws and modern instances," the graduated, the educated. The average 
teacher shtlre~ in this view i she looks upon the pecul,iarities of some budding 
genius and says to herself, "This will never do, that child is an original !" and 
straightway she prunes and lops and pinches and squeezes the growing lacul-
ties until at last the square peg is made to almost fit the round hole and the 
machine grinds on. The harmless individuality of every child should be en-
couraged rather than restrained; we have now too much 'of the vapid common-
place in society; there is room for individuality everywhere. 
All that is objectionable in this tendency to assimilation is aided frequently 
by the use of a comparative system of marks. There are schools in wh,ich the 
end of all scholarly existence seems to be a' wild scralIlble for marks. Where 
the competitive examination is -made the test for all mental attainments, all 
interests gravitate toward the deCimal scale. A certain amount of~ this is in'-
separable from close grading, but it need not ever be' the main consideration, 
and is practically almost vah~eless in primary work. -
While the good teacher I~eed not be enthusiasticallyJond of every child 
under her instruction, she must be devoted enough to the interests of ner em-
ployers and fond enough of her work, to be willing to give much time to the 
preparation of it : She accepts pay for performing certain work-!n ~ccepting 
the position she virtually admits that the pay is sufficient to recompense her, 
for her best eirort~. I Iioid this to be true in any trade, or profession, that any 
work short of the best that the employed is capable of doing is worth simply 
nothing-but a discharge. , She knows that her labor" her respoqsibility, wi,n ' 
be great and will not decrease much with experience, because with greate~ ex-
perience wiil unfola possibilities of increased exertion r it is a work of 'COil- '-, 
stant preparation. Further, the faculty ~f -acqtif!'ing\JfnowJ~e is not by any 
_eans coe~stent with t~ a~ilityto iml>llrt it. Thl! cHUd's puzzled ans~~ .. "1: 
, ' 
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know but I can't tell ·it," has its echo in every teacher's experience. .She 
knows the multiplication table, for instance, perfectly, but she has to rack her 
brain in solitude for many a weary hour before she finds ways enough, and 
good enough, to use in teaching it . The same anxiety attends her efforts at 
discipline; it has been often proved that it is possible to drill young children 
into a wonderful condition of quiet order. It is alom that the child is aggres-
sive, in numbers he become tractable. There arc: primary schools, m this re-
spect, almost miraculous; the work goes on noiselessly, the lessons are glibly 
recited, the books held in position, the tones modulated to the quietest, the feet 
shod with silence; but where the worl{ is mechanical and the attentive ob-
server longs for someone with life and energy and a true appreciation of what 
is necessary' to a child's mental growth, to come in and dig up teacher and 
pupils from the stupor in which they are buried. Whatever may be best for a 
child's mental and moral nature, his growing muscles need constant change of 
position. 
The best general rule is to expect of a child only that which he can do, and 
require of him all that he can do well. The teacher should as far as possible 
study each child's nature, in order the beUer to graduate her requirements to 
the stage of his development, attempting not to follow any iron rule of daily 
routine, but adopting a system flexible eno~gh to give the greatest aid to the 
greatest number, a system that an occasional bright inspiration or happy ac-
cident may interrupt 'without loss. 
~ With all the modern advantages at hand, with the attention paid to educa-
, tion, in every department of life and literature; with good educational jour-
nals in plenty, and frequent opportunities for consultation, there is now no ex-
cuse for_poor teaching. The road up the hill of knowledge has been improved 
very much of late years; the rough places are made smooth, obstructions are 
removed; many sho~t cuts lessen the distance; and the ~hildren may be led 
along instead of being driven, and although the grade may be steep in places, 
their onward path is comparatively easy to them and to their guides. 
That teacher succeeds who, knowing her deficiencies, seeks to overcome 
them, rather than she who, complacently realizing that she has done well, is 
content therewith. If the earnest teacher does her best to-day, to-morrow her 
best will be better. Perfection is beyond and above all earthly attainment. 
Weare not able with our feet resting among the sordid affairs of earth, to reach 
the sky, b~t we may reach higher than some of the clouds that obscure our 
view of it. 
For every difficulty overcome, for every excellence attained, there is a rec-
ompense. If there were no other recognition, no approving voice to say "Wt:ll 
done I" surely there could be no sweeter reward than the conscio'usness of 
well·earned success even at the cost of much self-renunciation. 
"Know this, surely, at last, honest love, honest sorrow, 
Hone~t· work for the day, honest bope for the morrow-
Are these worth nothing more \1lan the hand they make weary, 
The heart they have saddened, .the life they leave dreary '1 
Hush I the seven·fold heaven!! to the voice of the spirit 
Echo, 'He that o'ercometh shall all things inherit.' " • 
THE TEACHERS' MEETING. 
ANOTHER PLEA: FOR PROFESSIONAL ZEAL. 
To the Editors of tke Weekly: - . 
I read in your Educational-"A Plea for Professional Zeal," by Prof. N. H. 
Walbridge, and am fully convinced of that he says in ~o. 147, F~bruary 5, 
1880. 
But I assure you, that the name he assigns to that kind of teachers, who ex-
cuse themselves by saying: they have no time, or no money, etc. is not hard 
enough. They deserve pity~ but ~uch more they are deserving despise; for 
teachers wh~ have no time for feedirig their mind or no money to enrich their 
mind, have also never a right to the title-teacher, they are a disgrace to that 
situation, and do not rank as high as the most common laborer who tries to 
improve himself in his occupation. 
. Our mind needs as well food as our stomach; without it ~tomach and mind 
are sick. "SlIna mens in sano corpore," and "scimlia ut potmtia." I deem 
an educational paper the best food we are rec~iving, because it is a leader in-
to literature ' by its book lists and its criticism about books j It shows what 
educational work is done everywhere and thus it makes us do as good work 
or better one. 
Every teacher spends the largest part of his monthly salary fOr clothes and 
food, 'however low it may be, and cannot save money for journals and books 
~to improve the best part qf his body, his brain. I, myself, have a very low 
salary, but spend jive 'dollars .for books and journals every month; as they are 
• ,.y tools, my comrades, my society, and best friends.' 
As to time, I must confess that this excuse is ridiculous, if all teachers wi 
think about how much time is lost by common chatterings. which is of no use 
at all and will never help U!. I believe they must get out of their sleep as 
soon as they find out how precious is every minute, we rather speed our time 
for education, than for nonsense. Where there is a will there is a way. I 
read Greek, Latin, French, German. I study other branches every day, ~d 
find time for German and English educational and political papers and other -
books, but begin my day's work at five in the morning and close it at ten in 
the evening, and exercise besides two hours in the open air every day; yet I 
find no time for balls, evening parties, etc., as I h;Lve no use for that kind _ 
of pleasure, but take more pleasure in improving my classes, my mind and 
body. 
Finally, I must confess that lowe much gratitude to the educational paper, 
which I am reading now one year; for I learned very much by it during that 
year, and try to recommend it to every teacher. I know a certain teacher of 
a high s,hool told me once; "I do not like that paper at all." "Why 1" I 
asked. "Because it is not interesting, and then I have no time." ""Vell, do 
you read it?" I questioned. "No, never," was lhe reply. "Well, then you 
do not know how interesting it is," I answered. Yet, the same high school 
teacher had time to chatter comm~n nonsense for several hours eVl!ry even-
~ CL 
HIGH SCHOOL, NILES, MICH. 
HERE WE HAVE IT-JUST THE THING. 
The clatter made by heavy boot heels worn by the teacher is often a source 
of annoyance in the school-room both to teacher and pupils. This is readily 
remedied by substituting rubber heels for the ordinary leather ones. Find 
the sice required by comparing the heels worn with those on the rubber boot, 
then get the shoemaker to order a pair of rubber heels of the proper size, 
from the manufacturer. • 
Have the old heel; removed and the. rubber ones fastened on the boot 
with rubber cement and tW.l or three small serews driven froQl the inside. 
The screws will hold them without the cement. The yare noiseless, comfor-
table, and about as durable as leather. J. M. 
KNOXVILLE, ILL., Feb. 16, 1880. 
BAD FOR EDUCATION, nUT GOOD FOR THE WOMEN. 
It does not depend on sex at all-this business of teaching. A woman 
may shine as an artist, ruler, general, preache~, or teach.er-so we believe. 
But we don't believe as many to the hundred Will succeed ID anyone of these 
as men, for a great many reasons, a~d hence, we believe i~ is ~ad for educa_ 
tion that so many women are permitted to teach-though It Will ~e good for 
the women. Just look at this fact: In July last the State .of OhIO he~d ile 
Teachers' Assocsation a.,t Cleveland. At that place Supenntendent ~lckoff 
has built up a splendid system of schools, all agree, and be haa 350 assIStants, 
most of them women. Now, how many ofthOlle women a~tended the A'JSocia_ 
tion as members '1 'Just two. ' "Ah, but ~e can teach Ju.st as well w~thout 
attending educational associations," they WIll say. To wh~ch we add, It will 
help any Chnstian 10 go to church.-N. Y. Teachers lmlltute. 
Yes, and and the Illinois Teachers' Association met in Bloomington, Ill.,in 
December last. It is the boast of that fair city that not a single man is allow_ 
ed to wield the birch in i~ schools. How many of its teachers attended the 
Association as members 1 We understand that the treasurer's book shows _ 
that the principal /of the high school was the only one who felt interest enoufh 
in the work of the Association to enroll herself. A MEMBER. 
CHICAGO NOTES. 
I 
At the Institute last Saturday Mr. E. O'Vaile, in showing how he would 
draw out a cl jlSs, asked one of the teachers what she thought of the expression, 
"For Dobbin could plow while asleep as well at when awake." 
"I would say it was no such thing,'~ said the fady . 
"Of course," said Mr. O'Vaile, "the statement is untrue and ridiculous; but 
how would you explain it to the children 1" And the Prairie Fan/l~r was 
present and had to hold in the horses of his agricultural knowledge. And 
Doty and Delano and Kirk let the statement fO by unchallenged. Mr. O'Vaile 
may be the author of "The Trough," but the amount that he has yet to learn 
about horse-flesh is "simply prodigious." 
Great educational doings in Chicago. A. G. Lane, county superintendent. 
is examining schools and moving toward a more perfect gradation of sch~ls 
in the rural districts. In the city the movement towards forming an institute 
of pedagogy is ' well under way. The majority of the committee 5eeID to 
Feb. 26, ibSo) 
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cherish the idea of revlvmg the voluntary principals' association. But ~r. 
C. G. Stowell wants to get upon a higher plane and found a society to com· 
pete with the French Academy or the Geographical Society of England. Mr. 
Stowell's aspirations are commendable, but he is not likely to get on a very 
high plane educationally until he cuts loose from some of the heavy weights 
to which he is now tied. • 
A cut on page 187 of the Analytical Third Reader caused much embarrass· 
"ment at the last institute. The point in dispute was to determine which is the 
young horse. There is some discrepa.ncy befween the text and the cut, and 
indeed between different parts of the text. And truly the muddle that Mr. 
O'Vaile and the mischievous young ladies who answered his questions made 
of th'e matter was " simply prodigious." Is Woodard too busy with the Blaine 
boom to set them right? Or will Th. Nast, or J. Russell Webb have the good· 
ness to rise and explain? . 
A MODEL LESSON. 
The following is the text of the model lesson given to the third and fourth' 
grad'e teachers last Saturday: (Analytical Third Reader, .page 187.) 
I. "Put the young horse in the plow," said the farmer; and very much 
pleased he was to be in a team with Dobbin and the gray mare. It was a 
long field and gaily he walked across it, having hard work to keep at so slow 
a pace. 
2. "Where are we going now?" he said whim he got to the top of the hill ; 
"this is very pleasant." , 
3. "Back again," said Dobbin. 
4. "What for," said the young horse, rather surprised. But Dobbin had 
gone to sleep, for he could plow asleep as well as awake. 
5. '''\;Vhat are we going back for?" he asked, turning round to .the old gray 
mare. 
6. "Keep on," said the gray mare, or we shall never get to the bottom, and ' 
you will have the whip at your heels." 
Mr. Vaile.- What would a child ask about the first sentence? 
A Voice.-He would ask how you would put a horse in a plow. (Laugh-
,ter.) J 
Mr. Vaile.-Who was pleased to be in a team' with Dobbin and the gray 
mare? 
A Voice.-The·your.g horse. 
Another Voice.-The farmer. 
Still Anothei'Voice.-The plow. (Laughter.) 
Mr. Vaile.-Why should he be pleased to Le in a team with Dobbin and 
the gray mare? 
A Voice.-Because he was a little fool. 
Another Voice.~He thought it was getting up in the world. 
Still Another Voice.-Because he couldn't climb a tree. (Laughter.) 
Mr. Vaile.-Why had he hard work to keep so slow a pace. This lady, 
(pointing). 
That Lapy.-I don't know. ' 
A Voice.-Because he was skittish. 
Another Voice.-Because he had never been broke. 
Still Another Voice.-What's broke? (Laughter.) 
Mr. Vaile.-Why did he turn around to the old gray mare? 
A Voice.-B ecause Dobbin was asleep. ' 
Anotlur Voice.-He had to turn round because she was behind him. 
Still Another Voice.-Because the gray mare, as in the case of many teach-
ing corps, is the Detter horse, (laughter). 
Mr. Vaile.- You talk too much. 
, The Lady.-And you're an impudent puppy, (sensation). 
Mr. Vaile.-"And you will have the whip at your heels," what does tbat 
mean? Is that where horses are usually whipped? 
Mr. Vaile.-Well, which is the young-horse, anyway? 
At this point the discussion became so animated that the WEEKLY rep.ort.er, 
in trying to ke~p up with it, wrote so frantically that he broke the lead of his 
pencil. , He appealed for a pen-knife to his ,neighboring ladies in vain. He 
asked Delano and Kirk to lend him the loan of a gridiron, that is, toad-stabber 
jack-knife; but one of those gentleman was afraid to do so and the other 
durst n't. He essayed to approach Doty on the subject, but remembering that 
.. ' gentleman's fee-fi,fo:fum, delivered when recounting his encounter with foot-
pads: "Feel of this muse!.: Mr. ---; I am equal to four ordinary men, 
,when I haven't bundles and they get on my ba~k and it is slippery-and-and 
-when they are not from Limerick, . and I have to keep away from my ene-
mies-lest I do something I should be sorry for-remembering this the 
WEEKLY did not ask Mr. Doty for the loan of a knife, and the remainder of 
this model lesson is lost to humanity. • 
PUBLISHERS' NOTES. 
-Subs~riptions to tIM" Weel£ly" expi1'ing w~tl" No. 150 
may be' continued to Ja1J,. 1, 181i1, fur $1.65 t.n ~~va'nce, 
Qr to' next summe1' v.ac.ation fur '18 ce~."t8, 
.. 
'. 
-We are still in need of No. 143, Jan. 8. Subscriptions will be extended 
one week for every copy returned in good condition. 
-HORSFORD'S ACID PHOSPHATE is prepared according to the directions of 
Prof. E. N. Horsford, o(Cambridge, Mass., the well-known authorjty on nu-
tritious bread and the cereals. Useful in Dyspepsia, Nervous Diseases, Men-
tal and Physical Exhaustion, etc. . 
-The advertisement of W. J. Holland & ·Co. comes from responsible and ' 
honorable advertising agents in this city. We do not know the firm which ad-
vertises, although they have advertised in the WEEKLY before, and we believe 
them to be "all right." 
-The prospectus of the Y01~th's Compa1zion appears in our columns again 
this week. We have so often commended this admirable youth's paper to our 
readers that anything further may be considered unnecessary. We wish sim-
ply to emphasize everything good previously said about it, and to recommend 
it asfar superior to every other weekly paper published in this country for 
the entertainment and instruction of young people. Its enormous subscription 
list-168,000-attests the truth of our statement. 
-The Cheap Copying Tablet which we sell is exactly what its name implies. 
No unnecessary expense is incurred in its manufacture, and it is not materi'-
ally different from a dozen others which are advertised. But it is cheap, and 
as good as the best: Orders are coming in so. fast that we have conclui:led to 
employ agents to aid us in Qringing it before the public. Whenever one is 
sold, the purchaser writes back' and asks for terms to agents, saying that many _ 
can be sold in his community, if they are only shown. We , shall be glad, there- .. 
fore, to employ responsible agents to sell this Tablet, and we believe they can 
do well with it. A specimen with proofs of work done can be easily car~ied. 
Those w.ishing to engage in a promising busiuess may address S. R. Win· 
chell & Co., Chicago, for terms to agents. 
THE . PRESS. 
THE ALLITERATORS. 
We want to welter in the blood of the blamed blatherskitc;s who perennially 
persist in aiming at "apt alliteration's artful aid" in all articles appearing in 
their .parti.:ular papers. We want ,to welcome all well-wishers of O\lr common 
country, or our corrupted commonwealth, and our 'beloved Boston to our aid 
in seizing upo 1. this sign of ~ensationalism, and dreadfully drubbing the 'dr:iv-
eling, dreary, and drooling draff, and d~iving it frol!l the co~umns of contem-
porary collocations of compositio_n. How direfully and distressingly disgust-
ing to the lover o( light or lofty literature to be pertinaciously and perpetuaJly ," 
pestered with some such sentence as "Dear Daniel Drew Dead," or "The 
Boston Batters Beaten Beautifully," or "The' Fire·Fiend Furious,H·or "Murky 
Murder Mangles the Mortal Manes of More Massacred Men." There is a 
kind of meaningless, musical madness about this literary lunacy that decidedly 
deceives its devotees. They think they are doing doughty deeds with their 
queasy, querulous, and quixotic quills; whereas they but mechanically ma-
nipul~te me~ningless ~aunderings, marrying meretricious mouthing and 
mournful mutterings with mendacious and mediocre matt~r. Out on the outre 
and outrageous outpourings of these outcasts, thes~ outlaws. _ Oust th~m i( 
you can; outdo them if you can't.,-BostD1Z Transcript. 
GIVE YOUNG PEOPLE SOMETHING TO DO. 
Somebody has shrewdly said, "Go to 'an ordinary New 'Engl~nd village and 
you wiil find spciety by the ears over the feuds of half a dozen obstinate an~f " 
ambitiou's ·men. Go to the same· towJ:? . ten yead later, and you find hail ~ ' < 
dozen' great manufactories and little villages, in .. ach of, wh:~h one df these 
men is the ruling spirit, and the whole town in excellent'humor: with itself a~1Cf 
the world:, Each of these quarrelsome gentlemen has found something to do 
that satisfies his ambition, occupic;s his time' and compels liio.n to give Ifp' the 
business of quarreling with his neighbors; 'It would be the best invest~ent in 
every city of 30,000 people to vote a year~y pension or present a quarter. 'bf a 
section of governm'!nt land in Color~do to each of a score of activeimmdea. , 
ambit\ous young lawyers, doctors, and gentlemen of all work, wllo, in tht;! ab- • 
sence of 'legitimate business, spend, their time in running ward politics, abUsing 
the s'cbool~, ber,ating the churches; and keeping the dear people, in hot water 
generally. Twenty 'years later ,the maj~rity of thes!! young men are hig~1y.< 
respectabl'e citizens of conservative tendencies. Their trouljJe now is lack of • 
enough useful work to do, or arevo!t from the mo~oton): and iron-clad rolltfDJ . 
of>average city life.-A. D. May;;,' ". 
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THE BOY WHO LOVES HIS TEACHER. 
. A school boy about 10 years old was the other 
day hailed by a benevolent· minded citizen on 
Second street, and asked if h.e · liked to go to 
schooL 
"No, sir!" was the prompt reply. 
" Then you don't love your teacher?" 
" N-yes, sir. That is, I didn't until yesterday, 
but now I do. I think she's just bully." 
" Why have you loved her since yesterday?" 
.. \Vell, you know Jack Cain? Well, he's the 
worst fighter in our room . He can lick me and 
two other boys with one hand tied behind him. 
Well, he was going to lick me last nigllt, and he 
was shaking his fist at me in schoo) and showing 
his teeth, and getting me all excited, when the 
teacher saw ·him." 
" Did, eh?" 
.. You het she did ; and the way she took him 
out of that and wolloped him. and humbled him 
down made me feel as if she were a mother to me! 
When school was out, Jack dasn't touch nobody. 
;He was wilted down, and when I hit him with a 
hunk of dirt he never even looked around! I 
guess I'm going to try and lick him ill the morning 
before he gets over feeling humble."-Dtlroit Eru 
Pnss. 
The January and February issues of the I owa 
. Normal Monthly are of extra size, and contain the 
full proceedings of the, late Iowa State Teachers' 
Association. The two numbers will be sent to any 
address on receipt of 18c ~six three-cent stamps). 
Address W. J. Shoup & Co., Dubuque, Iowa. 
PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT. 
. . . 
BACK NUMBERS of the WaaKLY will be furnished for ten cents each until the supply is exhausted. 
Bound volume for t8n, Half Morocco, with gIlt stamp 
can be had for .5.00. Covers alone, for any two volumes 
one yea r) 75 cents. 
In ordering a change in the address of your paper, always 
give the postoflice and s tate/r.o", which you wish the ad· 
dress changed. 
TERMS OF 'SUBSCRIPTION. 
One ye.ar (40 Nos.), ~.SO. If paid in advance, ••. 00. 
Six months (20 Nos.), 1.50 . (f f( r.2S. 
Three months (to Nos.) .75. " .. _ .65 
Each Monthly Edition, So cents a year in advance. 
The ntImher on each subscriber's address· label shows when 
the subscription will expire, whether It has been paid or 
charged. • . 
Remittances should be sent by registered letter, draft. or 
postoffice money order, payable to S. R. W,NCHBLL & Co. 
Do ,,,It snod Bank Checks. They cost us IS ce .. ts apiece 
rtJr collection. . . 
ADVIlRTISUfG RATRs1 POR SINGLB INSBRTIO"': 
Full OutsIde Page._. __ ko.oo \ One·half Column (5 in.) .7·50 
Full Inside Page .......... 30 .00 Three Inches •. ___ • ...... . 5.00 
One-half fnside Page_. 18.00 Inch Cards ••••••••••••• _ 1·75 
Full Column (to in.) __ . t4.00 I Per Lille..... ................ .15 
Special Notices, 40 cents per lIne by count. 
.. ., 20" u 40 " 50 U . U 
2 .insertions 10 per cent. I 20 insertions 40 per cent. 
)0 30 h 
Adv~rllse",enls ru""i"r o,u .",onllt or 1!lOre are pub. 
lislud in all the stvm monthly editio"s without ,xtra 
charge. , 
Copy ·.hould be received by Saturday noon, previous to 
date Ot issue. 
Each advertising page of THB EDUCATIONAL WaaKLv 
contains three columns, each column ten inches, and one 
inch twelve lines . . 
No advertisement will be Inserted for. less than one dolla r. 
, Orders from strangers must be paid monthly in advance. 
Addres. all communications to 
S. R . WINCHELL & CO., Publishers, 
Ashland Block, Chicago, Ill. 
, USE A BINDER. 
Subscribers wishing to keep theIr copies of The Weekly in 
Zooci con~itton, and have them at band for reference, should 
use a binder. We can send by mail, postage paid, 'a strong, 
plain binder for 70 cents, or a handsome one, half leatber, for 
't.l0. T.hese binders have been made expressly for The 
Weekly, and are of the best manufacture. The p~ers can 
be placed in th~ binder week by week, thus keeping the file 
complete. Address , . 
. .5. R. WIJIlCHELL'Bt CO., Chicaa:o. 
. H. C. KOCH c,. 'CO., • 
AB.CHITECTS AND SUPKllINTENDKNTS. 
~l Architecture a Specialty. 
ortIer WIsconsIn St., and Broadway, 
. Pute,'. Bloc:k. MILWAUKEE, WIS. 
Those "nswering an Advertlllement will confer 
a favor upon the Advertlller and the PubUshers 
by statlng..that they saw the advertlaement in the 
Educational Weekly. 
It aims to be a favorite in every fa.mJJy-Jooked 
for eagerly by the y ung folks, and read with interest by t.he 
nlder. Its purpose is to interest while ,t amuses ; to be JU· 
dicious, practical, sensible, and to have really permanent 
worth while it attract. for the hour. 
It is'handsomely illustrated by the best. art ists, and ~as for 
its contributors some of the most attractive wutcrs 111 thQ 
country. Among these ar~ 
Harriet Beecher Stowe, 
Sarah Winter Kellogg, 
Louise Chandler Moulton, 
Dr. Henry I. Bowditcl~ 
Rebecca Harding DavlS, 
D inah Mulocb Craik, 
E . P . Whipple, 
James T . Fields, 
J. T. Trowbridge, 
J ames P arton. 
Louis..'l M. Alcott, 
C . A. Stepbens. 
The variety and worth of its contents will make 'it a lepos· 
itory of the choicest lite~ture ; a library of l.a;lec\.travels, 
adventure "history and btography; aU Compamon (or the 
school, th~ study aud the fireside . It will give . " 
Serial Stories, Stories for Girls, Stirring ~ales of 
Adventure, Letters of Foreign Travel, 
Brilliant Sketches, Foems, Editorlala 
on Current Events, Two Hundred 
Short Stories, Valuable Fapers 
ou Health, Anecdotes 
and Incidents. 
Subscription Frlce, 81.75. Specimen copies sent 
free. Please mention in what paper you read this adver· 
tisement. Address 
YOUTIl'S COMI'ANlON, Boston,l\las8. 
FOR EUROPE , I 
DR. LOOMIS' SELECT PARTIES FOR 1880. 
SIXT:::a::: YEA'R_ . 
Eujoyiog the reputation of be\pg "y w the moot ..,.ect 
and desirable compmies visiting Europe. Num~r stnctly 
1imitL:J~~O~ithout escort, wishing to joiu a section ·are in· 
vited to communica te with MISS EMI LY A. RICH, Academy, 
Jack$onvlUe, Ilhnois. LAFAYETTE C. LOOllUS, 
. 23 "nion S'liJ).re, New York . 
Or, Box 301, Washington, D. C. 
PRESLEY BLAKISTON, 
Publisher, Bookseller, a nd Importer of. Medi~I, 
Scientific and Standard Books, 101~ Walnut St., Ph"a~elph l a. 
Recent Publications.-Beadle s, How to Work with the 
Microscope 5th Edition. soo Illustrations . price .7.50. 
WIlson's H~nd Book nf Hygiene and Sanita ry Science, 4th 
Edition, ~ 75. Holmes' Vocal Physiology and Hygiene 
with Illustrations, pnce ,.. 00. The, American H~alth Prun· 
ers, including Works on the Eye, Ear, Long ~Ife, .Throat 
and Voice Mouth and T eeth , Summer and Its D Iseases, 
Winter and Its Dangers, Brain Work and Over "ork~ Our 
Homes, The Skin, Sea Air and Sea Bathing, and" _chool 
and Industral Hygiene." Catalogues of Ihese and oth~r 
Scientific, Medical and Popular Standard Books sent by mad 
free upon application. 
Teachel"s Wanted 
BUllaro and Gnbo Root BilnDli1iod. 
This new Method which requires but 'hru "dditlons 
instead of UfU1J, as in tlle old method, is pronounced by all 
the mathematicians who have Secn it to bc .. as s imple as 
.imple addi tIon. 
READ WHAT THEY SAY OF IT, . , . 
After a single careful explanation by your n 
dullest in the cia •• were able to give each step in d 
atfd the reasoilf" it. It is certainly thl meth 50 
simple withal, that every one who examines it l~ l* .feel 
much as did the courtiers when they saw Columo:l!l tand 
the egg on end. 
" 
JAS. S. GRI F FI ,. 
Supt . SCh#ols, Bowelfsburr, III. 
With three lessons of fifteen ~inules each, my class Qf ... 
thirty-five pupils of only average abililY, and \Vh ' have 
never beforo s tudied the subject, have learned to extract the 
Cube R oot from any number that i. a perfect Cube. And 
more th'an all, they know Why they take each and every 
step, and ca1f. riV I tJu r~a.ro"s for taking It. . 
I have taugbt arithmetic many years, but .. hi; is the most 
wonderful thing I ever accompli.bed in mathhmatics. 
JOS. CARTER ,. 
Prill. Normal PuMie SChools, Normal, 111. 
" . It is simple, practical, and so eaSIly unden;tood, that my 
wonder is tha t somebody d,dn' t find it '!ut<'.a th ousand 
years ago. . .r 
. U. Z. G ILMER, 
Pro/. Math., Hedditf¥ Colleg': ~~gd .. ", Ill. 
I unhesita tingly commend it to all in the-),« ,ogic pro-
fession. I have used the melhod wi th \ ' ry satisfactory 
results. A. J . FILTCRAFT, 
Swpt . Srl.ools, Doylestl1WJI. Pa. 
I consider it the only clear, practical, and comOlon·sc:o;.c 
method of explaining the ex trnction of Square and ube 
Root, tha t I have i eeo. 
U. M . HITCH, 
And a host of others. 
SII/>t. SChools , Gr'ffIf'T1I1k, III. 
A set of hard· wood bloch, adapted to th is ne w method, 
together with manual and card ·board j llus trauon, expt, jlung 
the processes of squar~ and cube root, will be sent by mail, 
postage paid, on receipt of one dollar. Address. 
H. H. HILL & CO., 
;09' Alntlisoll SI., Chimgo, III. 
SUlnmel' Scbool of Elocutioll. 
Uy S. S. HA)IILL, A. II. 
Will open June loth, ,880, at 7'0 'Vest Monl'OC SlTeet, 
Chicaso, 1II. 
720 Lessons, two per day, /Bao 
.&"'""Ten Lesson5 in Elocl1tion and how to teach them Sent 
ree to all. 
LEE & SHEPARD, 
41 Franklin St., Bosto!'. 
ARl'.fmIETIC- FOR Y OUNG CHILDREN. l:I 
HORACB GRANT. American Edition, edi ted h), W,)' . 
LAR" SMALl.. Cloth, 35C• L-
SIX POFULAR TALNS. Stcond Series. Selected an.! 
a rranged by H BNKY CA BOT Lo DGR. Paper.DC 
UEADING CLUB No. R. Edited by GBO. 'M. 'BAKB" _ 
Clotb, Soc.; paper, ' sc. Sold by all book.elle ls a nd 
sent by mail post paid , on receipt of price. ' 
500 Practical ProbleJUi 
In Arithmetic , uea tly and plainly prill ted on separate slips 
of durable cardboard, uniform in si7.e and so arranged th .. t 
those of thc same kind are of the .ame color. The numbel s 
of the problems correspond to the numbers of the answers in 
in the key. Have given Universal satisfaction in the eleven 
different ,ta tes iu which sold. r n n neat box, .' per ..,t, 
post paid , on Jeceipt of pr ice . 
To sell Dr. N;'phey's P revention and Cure (the ' best 
famijy medical book ever published), and after a lew months 
experience, to act as managers for different s tates. We have 
just eDgaged 3 men at $[,000, , at 8 t .2OO, ,. at $-•• 000 1 at ' 
83.000. We want a dozen men at these prices, if capable of 
handling men. Must canvass at first. Give age, experience 
and send this. 
Prin. Eng. T raining School. 
A. C. MASON, 
J acksonville, lll. 
Teachers' Azds. 
S. R. WELLS & Co. publi,h man)' works whicb, whil~ 
they nrc nol School Books a re of pecinl intere.: t to 'J eache,:, 
as AidS in their work. A' new and comple te lts t of the .. 
wooo and a specimen number of the PHRaNoLOGICAL JOUIt-
NAL will be sent to every teacber who will _ end address on 
POSlal·card and name tbe E","alu,lfal Wu/.-l7' 
W. J . HOLLAND & CO., 
Chicago, {II. 
~~~I~~fur~~O!~~hr.:90~c~u~e~e! Sehools, Fire AJarma, FarlDl, etc. FULL I W ARRANTED. Catal~lle 88111 Free. VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati, O • Address S. R. WELLe; & CO .. PMiJlislurf; ric 137 Broadway, N ew ~. $5 to $20per day at home. S:omples worth Is ~ Address Stinson & Co. Portland Ye. 
